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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Divide and Conquer Algorithms for Machine Learning

by

Michael John Izbicki

Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Computer Science
University of California, Riverside, September 2017

Dr. Christian R. Shelton, Chairperson

This thesis improves the scalability of machine learning by studying mergeable learning

algorithms. In a mergeable algorithm, many processors independently solve the learning

problem on small subsets of the data. Then a master processor merges the solutions together

with only a single round of communication. Mergeable algorithms are popular because they

are fast, easy to implement, and have strong privacy guarantees.

Our first contribution is a novel fast cross validation procedure suitable for any

mergeable algorithm. This fast cross validation procedure has a constant runtime indepen-

dent of the number of folds and can be implemented on distributed systems. This procedure

is also widely applicable. We show that 32 recently proposed learning algorithms are merge-

able and therefore fit our cross validation framework. These learning algorithms come from

many subfields of machine learning, including density estimation, regularized loss minimiza-

tion, dimensionality reduction, submodular optimization, variational inference, and markov

chain monte carlo.

We also provide two new mergeable learning algorithms. In the context of regu-

larized loss minimization, existing merge procedures either have high bias or slow runtimes.

We introduce the optimal weighted average (OWA) merge procedure, which achieves
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both a low bias and fast runtime. We also improve the cover tree data structure for fast

nearest neighbor queries by providing a merge procedure. In doing so, we improve both the

theoretical guarantees of the cover tree and its practical runtime. For example, the original

cover tree was able to find nearest neighbors in time O(c12
exp log n), and we improve this

bound to O(c4
hole log n) for i.i.d. data. Here, cexp and chole are measures of the “intrinsic

dimensionality” of the data, and on typical datasets cexp > chole. Experiments on large scale

ad-click, genomics, and image classification tasks empirically validate these algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine learning has seen many recent successes due to the availability of large datasets.

For example, Facebook collects more than 200 terabytes of user information per day (Vagata

and Wilfong). This information includes text messages sent between users, photos uploaded

by users, and the webpages that users visit. Machine learning algorithms use this data to

predict who a user is friends with offline (Curtiss et al., 2013), identify users in uploaded

images (Taigman et al., 2014), and determine which ads are the most profitable to display

(He et al., 2014). These learning algorithms run on an estimated “hundreds of thousands” of

servers located at six data centers around the world (Facebook Datacenter FAQ). Technol-

ogy companies like Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Netflix, and Twitter all depend on

machine learning algorithms operating on similarly large scale data. Developing algorithms

that work at this scale is one of the central problems of modern machine learning research.

Parallel algorithms are needed to solve these large scale problems, but designing

parallel algorithms is difficult. There are many architectures for parallel computing, and
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most parallel algorithms work well only for certain architectures. The simplest architecture

is the shared memory model, which corresponds to a typical desktop computer with

multiple cores. Communication between cores has almost no overhead, so shared mem-

ory parallel algorithms may perform many rounds of communication without slowing down.

The Hogwild learning algorithm (Recht et al., 2011) is a famous example. The distributed

model of computing is an alternative where communication between processors is more ex-

pensive. In distributed algorithms, the dataset is too large to fit in the memory of a single

machine. So the data is partitioned onto a cluster of machines connected by a network.

Communication is relatively expensive and good distributed algorithms use clever tricks

to minimize communication. Frameworks such as MPI (Message Passing Forum, 1994),

MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) and Spark (Meng et al., 2016) have been devel-

oped to provide simple abstractions to manage this communication. In a typical distributed

environment, all machines are located in the same building with high speed network con-

nections; so communication takes on the order of milliseconds. But some examples are

more extreme. Google recently proposed the federated learning model of computation

where the processors are user cellphones (McMahan et al., 2017). Cellphones have only

intermittent network connectivity, and so communication can take hours or days. The use

of cellphones as processing nodes further raises privacy concerns.

This thesis studies a particularly simple class of parallel algorithms called merge-

able learning algorithms. Mergeable learning algorithms work using the following divide

and conquer procedure: first, each processor independently solves the learning problem on

a small subset of data; then a master processor merges the solutions together with only
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a single round of communication. Mergeable algorithms are growing in popularity due to

three attractive properties:

1. They have small communication complexity. This makes them suitable for both the

shared memory and distributed parallel environments.

2. They are easy to implement. Because each processor works independently on a small

dataset, these processors can use standard libraries for solving small scale learning

problems. For example, these processors could use Python’s scikit-learn (Pedregosa

et al., 2011), C++’s MLPack (Curtin et al., 2013a), or the libraries provided by the

R (R Development Core Team, 2008) or Julia (Bezanson et al., 2017) languages. To

implement a mergeable algorithm, the programmer need only implement the merge

function. This is typically a simple task.

3. They have strong privacy guarantees. Differential privacy is the standard mathe-

matical technique for privacy preserving data analysis (Dwork et al., 2014). Single

processor differentially private algorithms are now well understood (Chaudhuri et al.,

2011). Using these locally private methods ensures that confidential data doesn’t leak

between machines or leak to the outside world.

These three advantages are well known, and they are the primary motivation for a recent

growth in popularity of mergeable algorithms. The first major contribution of this thesis is

to show that mergeable algorithms have a fourth benefit:

4 They have a fast cross validation algorithm. Cross validation is a method for estimat-

ing the quality of a machine learning algorithm. Standard k-fold cross validation takes
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time linear in k and cannot be used on large scale datasets. Chapter 2 shows that

all mergeable algorithms have a fast cross validation method that takes constant time

independent of k. This fast cross validation method is suitable even in the distributed

environment where communication is expensive.

Chapter 2 emphasizes the wide applicability of this new fast cross validation method by

describing 32 recently developed mergeable algorithms. They come from many subfields of

machine learning, including density estimation, regularized loss minimization, dimension-

ality reduction, submodular optimization, variational inference, and Markov chain Monte

Carlo. Much of this work appears to be unaware of the developments in mergeable estima-

tors from other subfields of machine learning, and our survey points out how these fields can

benefit from each other. For example, we show that mergeable algorithms for regularized

loss minimization can be directly applied to solve variational inference problems, improving

the known results for variational merge procedures. We emphasize that this fast cross vali-

dation algorithm is applicable to all 32 mergeable estimators that we present in Chapter 2.

For many of these problems, no previous fast cross validation procedure was known, and so

cross validation could not be performed on large scale datasets.

The remainder of this thesis develops two new mergeable estimators. Chapter 3

presents the optimal weighted average for regularized risk minimization (RLM). RLM is

one of the most important learning paradigms. It includes important models such as logistic

regression, kernel algorithms, and neural networks. As we show in the survey portion of

Chapter 2, existing merge procedures for RLM either have poor statistical performance or

poor computational performance. The OWA merge procedure is the first algorithm that has
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both good statistical and computational performance. The key insight of OWA is that the

merge procedure depends on the data, whereas all previous merge procedures for RLM do

not depend on the data. We validate the OWA merge procedure empirically using logistic

regression and convolutional neural network models.

Chapter 4 discusses the cover tree data structure for fast nearest neighbor queries in

arbitrary metric spaces. Cover trees were first introduced by Beygelzimer et al. (2006), and

they have seen widespread use in the machine learning community since then. This chapter

shows that cover trees can be merged together, providing the first parallel construction and

fast cross validation algorithms. We also improve the cover tree’s theoretical and practical

performance. As an example, the cover tree’s original analysis showed that nearest neighbor

queries could be answered in time O(c12
exp log n), and we improve this bound to O(c4

hole log n)

for i.i.d. data. Here cexp and chole are measures of the “intrinsic dimensionality” of the data.

We will show that on typical datasets cexp > chole, and we will argue that in pathological

data sets chole more accurately represents our intuitive notion of dimensionality. We further

provide practical improvements in the form of a new data structure called the simplified

cover tree. These practical improvements include an easier to understand definition,

reduced overhead in tree traversals, and improved cache performance. We use benchmark

datasets with the Euclidean distance to show that our simplified cover tree implementation

is faster than both existing cover tree implementations and other techniques specialized for

Euclidean distance nearest neighbor queries such as kd-trees and locality sensitive hashing.

We also compare the simplified and original cover trees on non-Euclidean protein interaction

and computer vision problems.
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Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a summary of open problems. We argue

that little is known about the best possible merge procedures, and that the existing merge

procedures likely are suboptimal.
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Chapter 2

Mergeable learning algorithms

Chapter 1 argued that mergeable learning algorithms are popular because they are fast, easy

to implement, and provide good privacy guarantees. This chapter develops a novel fast cross

validation method for mergeable algorithms and shows that 32 recently developed learning

algorithms are mergeable. For most of these learning algorithms, no previous fast cross

validation procedure was known. Our fast cross validation method can be used on all of

them.

The chapter begins with a discussion of the classic ridge regression algorithm in

Section 2.1. Ridge regression has well known distributed training and fast cross validation

algorithms. Then Section 2.2 formally defines mergeable algorithms as algorithms that have

nice computational properties similar to ridge regression. The main contribution of this

chapter is Section 2.3, which introduces a novel fast cross validation procedure applicable

to all mergeable algorithms. To motivate the need for fast cross validation, we first review

existing methods for estimating the quality of an estimator. We show that these methods

7



Section Problem Number of merge methods

2.4.1 closed form estimators 3
2.4.2.2 averaging methods 9
2.4.2.3 principle component analysis 2
2.4.2.4 submodular optimization 6
2.4.3.1 parametric Bayesian inference 1
2.4.3.2 variational inference 3
2.4.3.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo 8

Table 2.1: Summary of the existing mergeable learning algorithms.

either do not scale to large datasets or have suboptimal statistical properties. Our fast cross

validation procedure, however, is both highly scaleable and statistically efficient. Another

advantage of our cross validation procedure is that it works in both the single machine and

distributed environments. This improves previous methods for fast cross validation which

worked only in the single machine environment and only on a much smaller class of models.

Section 2.4 argues that the framework of mergeable learning algorithms is widely

applicably by describing 32 published examples. We divide these examples into three cate-

gories. Section 2.4.1 describes how to merge learning algorithms with closed form solutions

such as linear exponential families and naive Bayes. Most estimators, however, do not have

closed form solutions. Section 2.4.2 describes merge procedures for regularized loss min-

imization problems, which typically lack a closed form solution. The procedures in this

section apply to a large class of learning models, one of the most important being logis-

tic regression. The most general methods are based on parameter averaging, but we also

present more methods designed specifically for principle component analysis and submod-

ular optimization. Finally, Section 2.4.3 describes merge procedures for Bayesian methods.

It includes subsections on parametric estimation, variational inference, and Markov chain

8



Monte Carlo. Table 2.1 summarizes these examples.

2.1 Ridge regression as a motivating example

Ridge regression is one of the earliest learning algorithms, but it is still widely studied and

used. For example, Meng et al. (2014), Wang et al. (2016b), and Gascon et al. (2017)

propose distributed learning algorithms in different settings. In this section, we describe

some of the computationally attractive properties of the ridge regression algorithm. These

properties enable easy distributed learning and fast cross validation. In subsequent sections

we will see that mergeable algorithms are a generalization of ridge regression that share its

nice computational properties.

In the regression problem, we are given a matrix of covariates X : Rd×mn

and a vector of response variables Y : Rmn. Here we assume that the dimensionality of

the problem is d and there are mn data points. The goal is to learn an unknown function

y∗ : Rd → R. In a linear regression problem, the function y∗ is defined to be

y∗(x) = w∗Tx (2.1)

where w∗ : Rd is an unknown vector of model parameters that we must learn. The standard

ridge regression algorithm estimates w∗ using the formula

ŵridge = arg min
w∈Rd

‖Y −wTX‖2 + λ‖w‖2 (2.2)

where λ is a hyperparameter that must be set by the user. We can solve this optimization

9



problem by taking the derivative inside the arg min and setting it to zero. The result has

closed form solution

ŵridge = (XTX + λI)−1XTY. (2.3)

The matrix product XTX take time O(mnd2), and the inverse takes time O(d3). Whenever

mn >> d, the product dominates the runtime and should be parallelized.

The closed form solution for ŵridge lets us construct parallel algorithm using a

divide and conquer procedure. First, we divide the data onto m separate machines as

follows. Divide the covariate matrix X into m smaller matrices X1, ..., Xm each of dimension

d×n, and divide the response vector Y into m smaller vectors Y1, ..., Ym each of dimension n.

Then transfer Xi and Yi to each machine i. Next, each machine i independently calculates

the local statistics

Ai = XT
i Xi and Bi = XT

i yi. (2.4)

The runtime of calculating these local statistics O(nd2), which is independent of the number

of machines m. The local statistics are transmitted to a master server, which calculates

ŵridge =

(
m∑
i=1

Ai + λI

)−1 m∑
i=1

Bi. (2.5)

By definition of Ai and Bi, Equations (2.3) and (2.5) are the same. Calculating the summa-

tions in (2.5) takes time O(md2) and the inverse takes time O(d3). The total runtime of the

parallel procedure is O((m+ n)d2 + d3), which is faster than the runtime of the sequential

procedure O(mnd2 + d3).

This divide and conquer algorithm makes ridge regression easy to use on large scale

10



data. Mergeable learning algorithms are a generalization of ridge regression to all methods

that support a similar divide and conquer approach to learning. In the next subsection,

we formally define mergeable learning algorithms. Then, we describe a novel fast cross

validation procedure that generalizes fast cross validation of ridge regression models (e.g.

Golub et al., 1979) to all mergeable algorithms.

2.2 A formal definition of mergeable learning algorithms

We first provide a general definition of learning algorithms, then we define mergeable learn-

ing algorithms. Let Z be a set called the data space; let PZ be an unknown distribution

over Z; let W be a set called the parameter space; and let f : Z → W be a function

called the model. Our goal is to estimate Ez∼PZ f(z) based on a sample of points Z from

Z.1 We call a function alg : {Z} → W a machine learning algorithm or equivalently

an estimator2 if

alg(Z) ≈ E
z∈Z

f(z). (2.6)

When the data set Z is understood from context, we will denote the parameter estimate

by ŵalg = alg(Z). For example the formula (2.3) that defined ŵridge in the previous

section defined the ridge regression estimator. Notice that except in trivial models that

lack randomness, the approximation in (2.6) can never be exact. The randomness ensures

that for any finite data set Z, the left-hand side can be close to the right hand side with

high probability, but they will be non-equal with probability 1.

1In most cases, the data set Z will be sampled i.i.d. from some PZ , but this is not a requirement.
2 While the terms machine learning algorithm and estimator are interchangeable, we will typically refer

to alg as a machine learning algorithm when analyzing its computational properties and as an estimator
when analyzing its statistical properties.
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We say a learning algorithm alg is mergeable if it can be decomposed into two

functions map : {Z} → W local and reduce : {W local} → W such that for any collection of

disjoint data sets Z1, ..., Zm satisfying ∪mi=1Zi = Z,

reduce{map(Zi)}mi=1 ≈ alg(∪mi=1Zi). (2.7)

In the ridge regression example, Equation (2.4) defined the map procedure and Equation

(2.5) defined the reduce procedure. Unlike the approximation in (2.6), the approximation

in (2.7) can be exact (as it is for ridge regression).

Algorithm 1 shows that all mergeable estimators can be distributed using the pop-

ular MapReduce framework (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008). However not all algorithms that

can be implemented with MapReduce are mergeable. General MapReduce procedures can

require many iterations of the map and reduce functions, whereas mergeable algorithms are

allowed only a single iteration. Previous work has systematically studied machine learning

algorithms that use an arbitrary number of MapReduce iterations (Chu et al., 2007) and

algorithms that use a fixed constant number of iterations (Karloff et al., 2010). This thesis

is the first work to study MapReduce learning algorithms that use exactly 1 iteration.3 De-

spite this lack of systematic study, we shall see that many existing papers have developed

mergeable algorithms for specific problems. The key contribution of this study is shown

in Section 2.3, where we present a new fast cross validation procedure applicable to all

mergeable algorithms.

3 With the exception of Izbicki (2013) on which this thesis is based.
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Algorithm 1 dist learn(learning algorithm f , data sets Zi)

prerequisite: each machine i has dataset Zi stored locally

1: each machine i independently and in parallel:
2: compute ŵ

alg
i = map(Zi)

3: transmit ŵ
alg
i to the master

4: master machine:
5: compute ŵalg = reduce{ŵalg

i }mi=1

2.3 Model selection and fast/distributed cross validation

Model selection is the process of selecting a good machine learning algorithm for a particular

task. Unfortunately, the most accurate model selection methods have high computational

cost and so cannot be used in large scale learning systems. Most research on large scale

learning has focused only on accelerating the learning algorithm, with the model selec-

tion process receiving comparatively little attention. In this section, we review popular

model selection procedures with emphasis on their statistical and computational tradeoffs.

A summary is shown in Table 2.2. We show in particular that cross validation has the

best statistical properties, but that standard cross validation techniques are too slow for

large scale data. We develop two new cross validation techniques that address this short-

coming. In particular, we show that for mergeable learning algorithms cross validation can

be performed with only a constant computational overhead independent of the size of the

problem, and that this cross validation can be distributed. Effectively, this results in “free”

cross validation estimate whenever we train a distributed model.

In the model selection problem, we are given a set of models F : {Z → W} and

a dataset Z. Our goal is to select a good model f̂ ∈ F . To formally measure the quality of
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method
serial

runtime
distributed

runtime
bias variance prerequisites

empirical risk O(mn) O(n) high high –
SRM O(mn) O(n) low high excess risk bound
validation set O(mn) O(n) low high –
bootstrap O(kmn) O(kn) low low –
k-fold cross validation O(kmn) O(kn) low low –
fast k-fold cross validation O(mn) O(n) low low mergable

Table 2.2: Accuracy of different methods for estimating a model’s true error. To simplify
the notation, we assume that: the total number of data points is mn; in the distributed
environment, there are m machines each with n data points; the runtime of alg is O(mn),
map is O(n), and reduce is O(1); and the communication cost of distributed learning is
negligible. Notice that our fast k-fold cross validation method has both the best runtimes
and statistcal properties.

a model, we require a loss function L : {Z} ×W → R.4 The best model f∗ is given by

f∗ = arg min
f∈F

err∗(f(Z)) where err∗(f(Z)) = E
z∼PZ

L(z, f(Z)). (2.8)

Because the distribution over Z is unknown, the distribution over f(Z) is also unknown;

so err∗(f(Z)) cannot be directly computed and must be estimated. Given a loss estimator

êrrg ≈ err∗, we can define an estimator of f∗ as

f̂g = arg min
f∈F

êrrg(f(Z)). (2.9)

The minimization (2.9) is highly nonconvex, and a number of algorithms have been proposed

to solve it. In the popular but naive grid search algorithm, the space of functions F is

discretized into a finite grid F ⊂ F , and the optimization is performed over F . Grid

search tends to work well when F is one dimensional, but the performance degrades in

4Many specific models assume that L is convex or satisfies linearity properties, but in general this need
not be the case.
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higher dimensions. More advanced techniques involve randomly subsampling F (Bergstra

and Bengio, 2012) and the so-called Bayesian optimization techniques (e.g. Snoek et al.,

2012; Feurer et al., 2015). Each of these techniques requires as a subroutine a good estimate

êrrg of the true error. We focus in the remainder of this section on these loss estimators.

The most obvious estimator of err∗ is the empirical risk

êrremp = L(Z, alg(Z)). (2.10)

Unfortunately, the empirical risk êrremp is heavily biased because it evaluates the model on

the same data it was trained on. Structural risk minimization (SRM) is a technique

that uses a debiased empirical risk êrremp for model selection (Chapter 7 of Shalev-Shwartz

and Ben-David, 2014). The idea is to create a function b : {Z} → R that upper bounds the

excess risk. That is,

err∗ − êrremp ≤ b(Z). (2.11)

These bounds are often given in terms of the learning algorithm’s VC-dimension or Rademacher

complexity. The SRM risk estimator is then given by

êrrsrm = êrremp + b(Z). (2.12)

The main advantage of the SRM estimator is its computational simplicity. SRM is not

often used in practice because deriving the bound function b can be difficult, and the known

bounds are typically not tight enough to give good approximations.

The most commonly used risk estimator in large scale learning is the validation
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set estimator (Chapter 11 of Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014). This method divides

the training data set into two disjoint sets Ztrain and Ztest . The risk is then estimated by

êrrvalid = L(Ztest , f(Ztrain)). (2.13)

This estimator has low bias but high variance. In particular, the variance of êrrvalid is

determined by the number of samples in the validation set: as the number of samples

increases, the variance decreases. Unfortunately, increasing the size of the validation set

decreases the size of the test set, increasing the model’s true error. There is no general

procedure for finding the optimal balance between the size of the training and test sets,

although in practice it is common to use about 10% of the data in the validation set. The

validation set method shares the favorable computational properties of SRM, but is easier

to use because there is no need to derive a bound on the excess risk. When the bound is

loose, as is often the case in practice, the validation set method will also have improved

statistical performance. Whenever the learning algorithm is parallelizable, then both SRM

and the validation set method are parallelizable as well.

The bootstrap improves the statistical properties of the validation set estima-

tor but is more expensive computationally (Efron et al., 1979). The full procedure is

shown in Algorithm 2. The idea is to use repeated subsampling to create many overlapping

train/validation test splits, then average the results. This averaging reduces the variance of

the error estimate. The runtime is linear in the number of resampling iterations k, which

is too expensive for large scale problems. Kleiner et al. (2012) and Kleiner et al. (2014)

introduce the bag of little bootstraps (BLB) as an efficiently computatable alternative
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Algorithm 2 bootstrap(learning algorithm f , data set Z, number of samples t)

1: for i = 1 to k do
2: let Z(i) be a sample of mn data points from Z with replacement
3: let êrr(i) = L(Z − Z(i), f(Z(i)))
4: end for
5: return êrrboot = 1

k

∑k
i=1 êrr(i)

Algorithm 3 cv(learning algorithm f , data set Z, number of folds k)

1: partition Z into k disjoint sets Z1, ..., Zk
2: for i ∈ {1, ..., k} do
3: let Ztrain

i = Z − Zi
4: let ŵ−i = f(Ztrain

i )
5: let êrremp

i = L( ˆmodeli, Zi)
6: end for
7: return 1

k

∑k
i=1 êrremp

i

to the bootstrap. The BLB subsamples some small fraction of the data set in each itera-

tion before performing the full bootstrap test. This increases the bias of the estimator but

makes it suitable for large scale problems. As there are no data dependencies between each

of the iterations, both the standard bootstrap and BLB are easy to parallelize even when

the learning algorithm is not parallelizable.

Cross validation is a family of techniques that also improves the validation set

method (see Arlot et al., 2010, for a survey). A standard version called k-fold cross validation

is shown in Algorithm 3. The data set Z is partitioned into k smaller data sets Z1, ..., Zk.

For each of these data sets, the validation set estimator is used to approximate the true

error. The results are then averaged and returned.

Naive k-fold cross validation is an expensive procedure taking time linear in the

number of folds k. This makes it unsuitable for large scale learning problems. Algorithm
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Algorithm 4 fast cv(learning algorithm f , data set Z, number of folds k)

1: partition Z into k equally sized disjoint sets Z1, ..., Zk
2: // calculate local models
3: for i = 1 to k do
4: ŵ

alg
i = map(Zi)

5: end for
6: // calculate prefixes
7: for i = 1 to k do
8: ŵprefix,i = reduce(ŵprefix,i−1, ŵ

alg
i )

9: end for
10: // calculate suffixes
11: for i = k to 1 do
12: ŵsuffix,i = reduce(ŵsuffix,i+1, ŵ

alg
i )

13: end for
14: // merge models and calculate estimated risk
15: for i = 1 to k do
16: ŵ

alg
−i = reduce(ŵprefix,i, ŵsuffix,i)

17: êrr(i) = L(ŵ
alg
−i , Zi)

18: end for
19: return êrrcv = 1

k

∑k
i=1 êrr(i)

4 presents a faster method for cross validation that uses the reducef function (Izbicki,

2013). The algorithm is divided into four loops. In the first loop, a “local model” ŵ
alg
i

is trained on each partition Zi. The second loop calculates “prefix models,” which satisfy

the property that ŵprefix,i ≈ f(∪i−1
j=1Zj). The third loop calculates “suffix models,” which

satisfy the property that ŵprefix,i ≈ f(∪kj=i+1Zj). The final loop merges the prefix and suffix

models so that ŵ
alg
−i ≈ f(Z − Zi). The computed error is then an unbiased estimate of the

true error. When the reducef function is exact, then fast cv will return exactly the same

answer as the standard cv procedure. When reducef is not exact, then fast cv will be an

approximate version of cross validation, and the approximation depends on the accuracy of

reducef .

Standard cross validation can be easily parallelized as there are no data dependen-
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Algorithm 5 dist cv(learning algorithm f , data set Z, number of folds k)

prerequisite: each machine i has dataset Zi stored locally

1: each machine i:
2: calculate ŵi = map(Zi)
3: broadcast ŵi to each other machine
4: each machine i:
5: compute w−i = reduce{w1, ...,wi−1,wi+1, ...,wk}
6: compute êrremp

i = L(ŵ−i, Zi)
7: transmit êrremp

i to the master
8: the master machine:
9: compute êrremp = 1

k

∑k
i=1 êrremp

i

10: return êrremp

cies between each iteration of the foor loop. The fast cv method is slightly more difficult

to parallelize due to the data dependencies in the first and second for loops.5 Algorithm 5

presents a distributed version of fast cross validation. This algorithm is closely related to

the distributed learning algorithm of Algorithm 1 and has essentially the same runtime. In

other words, when learning an embarrassingly parallel model on a distributed architecture,

we can also perform cross validation with essentially no computational overhead. The only

difference between the distributed cross validation and distributed learning algorithms is

that in the second round of communication, each machine (rather than only the master)

computes the model w−i. As these machines were sitting idle in the distributed training

procedure in Algorithm 1, having them perform work does not increase the runtime. The

runtime of the cross validation procedure is increased slightly by the fact that an addi-

tional round of communication is needed where the master averages the validation errors

calculated on each machine.

5 The standard parallel prefix-sum algorithm can be used to compute the ŵprefix,i and ŵprefix,j vectors
(Ladner and Fischer, 1980; Blelloch, 1990), which would parallelize the fast cv method. These parallel
algorithms are designed for shared memory systems, and it is unclear how they generalize to the distributed
environment where communication is expensive. Thus the dist cv algorithm uses a different approach.
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Many other fast cross validation procedures have been developed for specific mod-

els. Arlot et al. (2010) provide a survey of results, describing fast cross validation methods

for ridge regression, kernel density estimation, and nearest neighbor classification. Our fast

cross validation framework includes each of these models as a special case, and many more

besides. Joulani et al. (2015) develop a cross validation framework that is closely related to

our own. Their framework is suitable for any incremental learning algorithm (whereas ours

is suitable for mergable algorithms). All previous work on fast cross validation only consid-

ered the non-distributed case, but we have shown that our fast cross validation framework

is suitable for the distributed case.

Both the bootstrap and cross validation are strictly better than the validation set

method of error estimation, but standard no-free-lunch results (e.g. Chapter 8 of Shalev-

Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014) ensure that there is no universally best method for estimating

an estimator’s true error for all distributions. On real world datasets, however, k-fold cross

validation seems to work better and is the method of choice. Kohavi (1995) empirically

compare the bootstrap to k-fold cross validation, and determine that on real world datasets

k-fold cross validation has the best performance. When computational requirements are

ignored, it is tempting to make k as large as possible. One of the limitations of the dist cv

method is that the number of folds must be the same as the number of processors. This will

be relatively small compared to the number of data points. Conveniently, this turns out to

be a good number of folds to use in practice. Rao et al. (2008) shows that for very small

k values, increasing k improves the estimation of the model’s accuracy; but as k increases

beyond a certain threshold, the error of cross validation increases as well. Thus the dist cv
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method is both computationally cheap and statistically effective for real world data.

2.4 Example mergeable algorithms

Many proposed distributed algorithms fit our mergeable framework and therefore get a fast

cross validation algorithm “for free.” This section reviews this previous work. Section 2.4.1

discusses algorithms with closed form solution; Section 2.4.2 discusses approximate merge

procedures for loss minimization problems; and Section 2.4.3 discusses approximate merge

procedures for Bayesian learning problems. In total, we discuss 32 algorithms. None of the

papers that originally presented these algorithms has fast cross validation procedures,6 but

our fast cross validation procedure is applicable to all these algorithms.

2.4.1 Estimators with closed form solutions

We now show that many popular machine learning algorithms are mergeable. We begin by

looking at models that are exactly mergeable. That is, given data sets Z1, ..., Zm,

reduce({alg(Zi)}mi=1) = alg(∪mi=1Zi). (2.14)

Notice that (2.14) is the same as (2.7) which defined the invariant that reduce should obey

approximate equality, except the ≈ symbol has been replaced by =. In this section, we

show that the RLM estimator for linear exponential families, Bayesian classifers, and ridge

regression all have exact merge functions. A key feature of each of these models is that

the RLM estimator has a closed form solution. This closed form solution is what allows

6For some of these algorithms, fast cross validation procedures do exist, but they were developed in an
ad-hoc manner independent of the mergeable distributed algorithm.
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the development of an exact merge function. We also show that many other estimators

have closed form solutions not based on the RLM, and these estimators are also exactly

mergeable.

2.4.1.1 Exponential family distributions

Exponential family distributions have nice computational properties and are used frequently

in practice. Many popular distributions (e.g. Gaussian, Dirichlet, Poisson, exponential, and

categorical) are in the exponential family. In this section we will see that a particularly nice

subclass of the exponential family called the linear exponential family is exactly mergeable,

but that other subclasses called curved exponential families and stratified exponential fami-

lies are not. Many of the merge procedures in later sections will depend on the mergeability

of the linear exponential family.

The exponential family (EF) of distributions is defined to be the set Pexp of all

distributions whose density can be written in the form

p (z|w) = h(z) exp
(
wTT (z)− ψ(w)

)
(2.15)

where z ∈ Z and w ∈ W. We make no assumption on the set Z, but require W to

be an open subset of a Hilbert space H. We will ignore the technical details of infinite

dimensional Hilbert spaces and denote the inner product using T in analogy with finite

dimensional vectors. The function h : Z → R is called the base measure, T : Z →W the

sufficient statistic, and ψ : W → R the log partition function. Many authors require

ψ to be strongly convex, but we will require only the weaker condition that the derivative
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be invertible.

The standard method to estimate parameters in the exponential family is with

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). MLE is equivalent to RLM with the regular-

ization strength λ = 0 and loss equal to the negative log likelihood. That is,

`(z; w) = − log p (z|w) = − log h(z)−wTT (z) + ψ(w), (2.16)

and the parameter estimate is given by

ŵexp = arg min
w∈W

∑
z∈Z

(
ψ(w)−wTT (z)

)
. (2.17)

The − log h(z) term in (2.16) does not depend on the parameter w and so does not appear

in the optimization (2.17).

In the special case when W = H = Rd, the distribution is said to be in the linear

exponential family (LEF).7 Let Z be a dataset with mn elements. Then the parameter

estimate (2.17) has closed form solution

ŵexp = ψ′−1

(
1

mn

∑
z∈Z

T (z)

)
, (2.18)

which follows from setting the derivative of the objective in (2.17) to zero and solving for

w. Because the equation for ŵexp can be given in closed form, an exact merge procedure

exists. Decompose the data set Z into m data sets Z1, ..., Zm each of size n. On each local

7The LEF is sometimes called the full exponential family (FEF) when the parameters are identifiable.
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data set, the parameter estimate is defined to be

ŵexp
i = ψ′−1

 1

n

∑
z∈Zi

T (z)

 (2.19)

and the merge procedure is then

reduce({ŵexp
i }

m
i=1) = ψ′−1

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

ψ′
(
ŵrlm
i

))
. (2.20)

Substituting (2.19) into (2.20) gives the standard MLE (2.18). That is, the merge function

is exact. For the linear exponential family, we can therefore parallelize training and perform

fast cross validation.

Other important subfamilies of the exponential family do not have exact merge

procedures. When the parameter space W is a manifold in the underlying Hilbert space

H, we say the distribution is in the curved exponential family (CEF). The CEF was

introduced by Efron (1975) and Amari (1982). Amari (2016) provides a modern treatment

of the CEF from the perspective of information geometry. The CEF is used to represent

dependency relationships between random variables, and a particularly important subset of

the CEF is the set of undirected graphical models with no hidden variables. Liu and Ihler

(2012) prove that no exact merge procedure exists for CEF distributions.

When the parameter space W is an algebraic variety (i.e. the set of roots of low

dimensional polynomials embedded in high dimensional space.), then the distribution is in

the stratified exponential family (SEF). Geiger and Meek (1998) and Geiger et al. (2001)

introduced SEFs and show that the SEF is equivalent to the set of directed or undirected
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graphical models with hidden variables. They further show that

LEF ⊂ CEF ⊂ SEF ⊂ EF, (2.21)

where the set inequalities in (2.21) are strict. An immediate consequence of (2.21) is that

exact merge procedures do not exist for general SEF distributions since they do not exist for

CEF distributions. The deep exponential family (DEF) of distributions was proposed

by Ranganath et al. (2015) and is a subset of the SEF. A distribution is in the DEF if it

is the distribution resulting from placing EF priors on the natural parameters of an EF

distribution. Although exact merge procedures do not exist for the CEF, SEF, or DEF,

approximate merge procedures can be used. See Section 2.4.2 for examples of approximate

merge procedures.

2.4.1.2 Naive Bayes

Generative classifiers are some of the oldest and simplest machine learning algorithms. They

model the data as a probability distribution, and parameter estimation of the classifier is

just parameter estimation of the underlying distribution. Whenever the distribution has

a mergeable learning algorithm, then the generative classifier does as well. Fast cross

validation methods for generative classifiers seem to be “folk knowledge” in the statistical

community, but we know of no publications earlier than Izbicki (2013) that describe a fast

cross validation method.

Formally, in classification we assume that the data space Z = X × Y, where X

is the space of features and Y is a finite set of class labels. The goal of classification is to
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learn an unknown function ŷ : X → Y. In a generative classifier, the function ŷ has the

form

ŷ(x) = arg max
y∈Y

p(y|x) (2.22)

where p(y|x) is a distribution from a known family with unknown parameters. By Bayes

theorem, we have that

p(y|x) =
p(y)p(x|y)

p(x)
, (2.23)

and so (2.22) can be rewritten as

ŷ(x) = arg max
y∈Y

p(y)p(x|y). (2.24)

The 1/p(x) factor is dropped as it does not affect the optimization. To learn a generative

classifier, we need to learn the parameters of the distributions p(y) and p(x|y). Whenever

these distributions have mergeable learning algorithms, then the generative classifier does

as well.

The naive Bayes model is an important special case of a generative classifier that

makes the following simplifying assumptions: the feature space X = Rd, and each feature

x(i) is independent given y. In notation,

p(x|y) =

d∏
i=1

p(x(i)|y). (2.25)
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Substituting into (2.24) gives the naive Bayes classification rule

ŷ(x) = arg max
y∈Y

p(y)
d∏
i=1

p(x(i)|y). (2.26)

The distribution p(y) is typically assumed to be the categorical distribution, and the distri-

butions p(x(i)|y) are typically assumed to be univariate categorical distributions for discrete

data or univariate normal distributions for continuous data. All of these distributions are

in the linear exponential family, so naive Bayes has an exact mergeable learning algorithm.

2.4.2 Approximate regularized loss minimization

The regularized loss minimizer (RLM) is a large and popular family of learning algo-

rithms. It is defined to be

ŵrlm = arg min
w∈W

L(Z; w) + λr(w) (2.27)

where λ is a hyperparameter and r :W → R a regularization function. In the common case

where the data Z is drawn i.i.d. from Z, the loss function can be decomposed as

L(Z; w) =
∑
z∈Z

`(z; w) (2.28)

where ` : Z → W is also called the loss function. The RLM estimator is then equivalently

written as

ŵrlm = arg min
w∈W

∑
z∈Z

`(z; w) + λr(w). (2.29)
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Ridge regression (Section 2.1) is an example RLM where

`(x, y; w) = ‖y −wTx‖2 and r(w) = ‖w‖2. (2.30)

Unlike the ridge regression case, most RLM problems have no closed form solution. There-

fore, no exact merging procedure exists, but a large body of work has formed that develops

approximate merge procedures. Before presenting these merge procedures, we begin with a

discussion about when approximate merge procedures are appropriate.

2.4.2.1 When are approximate merge procedures appropriate?

Approximate merge procedures are appropriate when the approximation has a small effect

on an estimator’s statistical error. When W is a normed space, we define the statistical

error of an estimator f to be ‖w∗ − ŵf‖ where w∗ is called the true parameter and

defined to be

w∗ = arg min
w∈W

E
z∼PZ

L(z; w). (2.31)

We assume for notational convenience that w∗ is unique. A low statistical error ensures

that the estimator has low loss for any reasonable loss function.

Standard results on the RLM estimator show that if the size of the training set

Z is mn, then ‖w∗ − ŵf‖ ≤ O(1/
√
mn) under mild conditions on f (e.g. Lehmann, 1999).

This rate of convergence is known to be optimal in the sense that no estimator can have

faster convergence. But alternative estimators can also have this optimal convergence rate.

Therefore, the goal when designing an approximate merge method is to design an algorithm

that matches this convergence rate.
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Exact merge procedures for RLM problems automatically inherit the O(1/
√
mn)

convergence rate. If an approximate merge procedure also has an O(1/
√
mn) convergence

rate, then it is just as good as the standard RLM procedure from a statistical perspective.

We shall see that existing merge procedures are only able to achieve this rate under special

conditions. In the Chapter 3, we present a novel algorithm called the optimal weighted

average that achieves this optimal convergence rate in the most general setting. We divide

existing approximate merge methods into three categories. Section 2.4.2.2 presents merge

procedures based on averaging. Section 2.4.2.3 presents merge procedures specialized for

principle component analysis (PCA), and Section 2.4.2.4 presents merge procedures for

submodular losses. In Chapter 3, we present a more general merge procedure with better

statistical and computational properties than existing methods.

2.4.2.2 Averaging based methods

The averaging based merge procedures are the simplest. Most of these procedures require

only that the parameter space W have vector space structure. This is common in many

problems, the standard example being logistic regression. This section presents 9 published

merge methods (Merugu and Ghosh, 2003; McDonald et al., 2009; Zinkevich et al., 2010;

Zhang et al., 2012, 2013b; Liu and Ihler, 2014; Battey et al., 2015; Han and Liu, 2016; Jordan

et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017). There is no previously published fast cross validation method

for these learning algorithms, but the method presented in Section 2.3 can be applied to all

of them. A common theme of these merge procedures is that they do not depend on the

data. In the next chapter, we present a novel improvement to these estimators that does

depend on the data and so has better approximation guarantees.
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The simplest and most popular mergeable estimator is the naive averaging es-

timator. The map procedure is given by

ŵrlm
i = arg min

w∈W

∑
z∈Zi

`(z; w) + λr(w) (2.32)

where ŵrlm
i is called the local regularized risk minimizer on machine i, and the reduce

procedure is given by

ŵave =
1

m

m∑
i=1

ŵrlm
i . (2.33)

Naive averaging was first studied by McDonald et al. (2009) for the case L2 regularized

maximum entropy models. They use the triangle inequality to decompose the statistical

error as

‖w∗ − ŵave‖ ≤ ‖w∗ − E ŵave‖+ ‖E ŵave − ŵave‖. (2.34)

We call the ‖w∗ − E ŵave‖ the bias of ŵave and the ‖E ŵave − ŵave‖ term the variance8

of ŵ. They provide concentration inequalities for the estimation error, showing that the

variance reduces at the optimal rate of O((mn)−1/2), but that the bias reduces only as

O(n−1/2). Therefore naive averaging works well on unbiased models, but poorly on models

with large bias. Subsequent work has focused on merge methods that improve both the

bias and the variance.

Under more stringent assumptions, it can be shown that the bias of ŵave will

reduce at a faster rate. In particular, when the bias of ŵrlm
i shrinks faster than O(n1/2),

then naive averaging can be an effective merge procedure. Zhang et al. (2012) show that the

8 It is also common to call the term ‖E ŵ − ŵ‖2 the variance, in which case ‖E ŵ − ŵ‖ could be called
the deviation.
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mean squared error (MSE) E ‖w∗ − ŵave‖2 decays as O((mn)−1+n−2). This matches the

optimal MSE of ŵrlm whenever m < n. Their analysis also requires limiting assumptions.

For example, they assume the parameter space W is bounded. This assumption does not

hold under the standard Bayesian interpretation of L2 regularization as a Gaussian prior

of the parameter space. They further make strong convexity and 8th order smoothness

assumptions which guarantee that ŵrlm
i is a “nearly unbiased estimator” of w∗. Most

recently, Rosenblatt and Nadler (2016) analyze ŵave in the asymptotic regime as the number

of data points n → ∞. This analysis is more general than previous analyses, but it does

not hold in the finite sample regime. Zinkevich et al. (2010) show that if the local training

sets Zi partially overlap each other (instead of being disjoint), then the resulting estimator

will have lower bias.

Zhang et al. (2013b) show how to reduce bias in the special case of kernel ridge

regression. By a careful choice of regularization parameter λ, they cause ŵrlm
i to have

lower bias but higher variance, so that the final estimate of ŵave has both reduced bias

and variance. This suggests that a merging procedure that reduces bias is not crucial to

good performance if we set the regularization parameter correctly. Typically there is a

narrow range of good regularization parameters, and finding a λ in this range is expensive

computationally. Our dist cv method in Algorithm 5 can be used to more quickly tune

this parameter.

Battey et al. (2015) and Lee et al. (2017) independently develop methods to reduce

the bias for the special case of lasso regression.9 In the lasso, the loss function is the squared

9 Both Battey et al. (2015) and Lee et al. (2017) originally appeared on arXiv at the same time in 2015,
but only Lee et al. (2017) has been officially published.
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loss (as in ridge regression), but the regularization function is the L1 norm (instead of the

squared L2 norm). The idea is to use an estimator with low bias and high variance to train

a model on each local data set Zi. Then, when the results are averaged, the bias will remain

low, and the high variance will be reduced. They propose using the following debiased

lasso estimator (DLE) on each dataset:

ŵdle
i = ŵrlm

i +
1

n
Θ̂XT(y −Xŵrlm

i ), (2.35)

where Θ̂ is an approximate inverse of the empirical covariance Σ̂ = XTX. The resulting

debiased average (DAVE) estimator is

ŵdave =
1

m

m∑
i=1

ŵdle. (2.36)

The bias and variance of this estimator both shrink at the optimal rate of O((nm)−1/2.

Zhang et al. (2012) provide a debiasing technique that works for any estimator. It

works as follows. Let r ∈ (0, 1), and Zri be a bootstrap sample of Zi of size rn. Then the

bootstrap average estimator is

ŵboot =
ŵave − rŵave,r

1− r
, where ŵave,r =

1

m

m∑
i=1

arg max
w

∑
(x,y)∈Zr

i

`(y,xTw) + λr(w).

The intuition behind this estimator is to use the bootstrap sample to directly estimate

and correct for the bias. When the loss function is convex, ŵboot enjoys a mean squared

error (MSE) that decays as O((mn)−1 + n−3). There are two additional limitations to

ŵboot. First, the optimal value of r is not obvious and setting the parameter requires cross
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validation on the entire data set. So properly tuning λ2 is more efficient than r. Second,

performing a bootstrap on an unbiased estimator increases the variance. This means that

ŵboot could perform worse than ŵave on unbiased estimators.

Jordan et al. (2016) propose to reduce bias by incoporating second order informa-

tion into the average. In particular, they develop an approach that uses a single approximate

Newton step in the merge procedure. As long as the initial starting point (they suggest

using ŵave) is within O(
√

1/n) of the true parameter vector, then this approach converges

at the optimal rate. When implementing Jordan et al.’s approach, we found it suffered

from two practical difficulties. First, Newton steps can diverge if the starting point is not

close enough. We found in our experiments that ŵave was not always close enough. Sec-

ond, Newton steps require inverting a Hessian matrix. In the experiments of Chapter 3, we

consider a problem with dimension d ≈ 7 × 105; the corresponding Hessian is too large to

practically invert.

Liu and Ihler (2014) propose a more Bayesian approach inspired by Merugu and

Ghosh (2003). Instead of averaging the model’s parameters, they directly “average the

models” with the following KL-average estimator:

ŵkl = arg min
w∈W

m∑
i=1

KL

(
p(·; ŵrlm

i )

∥∥∥∥ p(·; w)

)
. (2.37)

Liu and Ihler show theoretically that this is the best merge function in the class of functions

that do not depend on the data. The main disadvantage of KL-averaging is computational.

The minimization in (2.37) is performed via a bootstrap sample from the local models,

which is computationally expensive. This method has three main advantages. First, it
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is robust to reparameterizations of the model. Second, it is statistically optimal for the

class of non-interactive algorithms. Third, this method is general enough to work for any

model, even if the parameter space W is not a vector space. The main downside of the

KL-average is that the minimization has a prohibitively high computational cost. Let nkl

be the size of the bootstrap sample. Then Liu and Ihler’s method has MSE that shrinks

as O((mn)−1 + (nnkl)−1). This implies that the bootstrap procedure requires as many

samples as the original problem for a single machine to get a MSE that shrinks at the same

rate as the averaging estimator. Han and Liu (2016) provide a method to reduce the MSE

to O((mn)−1 + (n2nkl)−1) using control variates, but the procedure remains prohibitively

expensive. Their experiments show the procedure scaling only to datasets of size mn ≈ 104,

whereas our experiments involve a dataset of size mn ≈ 108.

2.4.2.3 Principle component analysis

Principle component analysis (PCA) is a popular technique for dimensionality reduc-

tion. In this section, we describe how PCA works on a single machine, show that two

existing techniques for distributed PCA are mergeable (Qu et al., 2002; Liang et al., 2013),

and describe the importance of fast cross validation techniques for PCA.

Let Z denote the mn × d input data matrix. The goal of PCA is to find a d × k

matrix with k << d such that the distance between Z and Zww† is minimized. Formally,

ŵpca = arg min
w∈Rd×k

‖Z − Zww†‖2. (2.38)

The optimization (2.38) is non-convex, but the solution can be calculated efficiently via the
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singular value decomposition (SVD). The SVD of Z is

Z = UDV T, (2.39)

where U is an orthogonal matrix of dimension mn×mn, D is a diagonal matrix of dimension

mn× d, and V is an orthogonal matrix dimension d× d. The columns of U are called the

left singular vectors, the columns of V the right singular vectors, and the entries in D the

singular values. The solution to (2.38) is given by the first k columns of V . Halko et al.

(2011) provides a method for efficiently calculating approximate SVDs on a single machine

when only the first k singular values/vectors are needed.

Qu et al. (2002) and Liang et al. (2013) introduce essentially the same algorithm

for distributed PCA. Each machine i locally calculates the SVD of its local dataset Zi =

UiDiVi
T. Let D

(k)
i denote the k × k submatrix of Di containing the first k singular values,

and V
(k)
i denote the d×k submatrix of Vi containing the first k columns. The local machines

each transmit D
(k)
i and V

(k)
i to the master machine. The master calculates

S =
m∑
i=1

V
(k)
i D

(k)
i V

(k)
i

T
(2.40)

Performing the SVD on S then gives the approximate principle components of the entire

data set Z. Qu et al. (2002) further provide a modification to the merge procedure that

approximately centers the data, but they do not provide any theoretical guarantees on the

performance of their algorithm relative to the single machine oracle. Liang et al. (2013) do

not consider the possibility of centering the data, but they do show that their algorithm is
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a 1 + ε approximation of the single machine algorithm, where ε depends on properties of

the data and the choice of k.

A major difficulty in PCA (distributed or not) is selecting a good value for k.

There are two reasons to choose a small value of k. The most obvious is computational.

When k is small, future stages in the data processing pipeline will be more efficient because

they are working in a lower dimensional space. But there is a more subtle statistical reason.

When there is a large noise component in the data, using fewer dimensions removes this

noise and improves the statistical efficiency of later stages of the data pipeline. Perhaps

the simplest method of determining k is the scree test (Cattell, 1966), where the data’s

singular values are plotted and the analyst makes a subjective judgement. More robust

methods make distributional assumptions (Bartlett, 1950). Under these assumptions, the

noise in the data can be estimated directly and k determined appropriately. When these

distributional assumption do not hold, however, the resulting k value can be arbitrarily poor.

The most robust solution uses cross validation and the PRESS statistic. Unfortunately, this

is also the most expensive technique computationally. Considerable work has been done to

improve both the theoretical guarantees of cross validation and improve its runtime via

approximations (Wold, 1978; Eastment and Krzanowski, 1982; Krzanowski, 1987; Mertens

et al., 1995; Diana and Tommasi, 2002; Engelen and Hubert, 2004; Josse and Husson, 2012;

Camacho and Ferrer, 2012). Notably, none of these fast cross validation techniques work

in the distributed setting. Thus the distributed fast cross validation technique due to the

mergeability of Qu et al. (2002) and Liang et al. (2013) is both novel and useful.
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2.4.2.4 Submodular optimization

Submodular functions are a class of set function that share many important properties with

convex functions (Lovász, 1983). In particular, they are easy to optimize and have many ap-

plications. The maximization of submodular functions has become an important technique

in the approximation of NP-hard problems (Krause and Golovin, 2014). Applications in

machine learning include clustering, sparse nonparametric regression, image segmentation,

document summarization, and social network modeling (see references within Mirzasoleiman

et al., 2016). The last five years has seen work focused on scaling up submodular optimiza-

tion via distributed algorithms. Six of these methods create mergeable estimators that fit

our framework (Mirzasoleiman et al., 2013; Barbosa et al., 2015; Malkomes et al., 2015;

Bhaskara et al., 2016; Barbosa et al., 2016; Mirzasoleiman et al., 2016) and so induce fast

cross validation procedures. This is the first work addressing fast cross validation in sub-

modular learning algorithms. In this section we first define submodularity, then introduce

the distributed optimizers.

For a set function f : {Z} → R, a set Z ⊂ Z and an element e ∈ Z, we define the

discrete derivative of f at Z with respect to e to be

f ′(e;Z) = f(Z ∪ {e})− f(Z). (2.41)

We call the function f monotone if for all e and Z, f ′(e;Z) ≥ 0. We further call f

submodular if for all A ⊆ B ⊆ Z and e ∈ Z −B,

f ′(e;A) ≥ f ′(e;B). (2.42)
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Algorithm 6 greedy(data set Z, constraint size k)

1: S ← {}
2: for i = 1 to k do
3: zi ← arg maxz∈Z−S f

′(z;S)
4: S ← S ∪ {zi}
5: end for
6: return S

We first consider the problem of monotone submodular maximization subject to cardinality

constraints. That is, we want to solve

Ŝ = arg max
S⊆Z

f(S) s.t. |S| ≤ k. (2.43)

Solving (2.43) is NP-hard in general, so it is standard to use the greedy approximation

algorithm introduced by Nemhauser et al. (1978). The procedure (which we will refer to

as greedy) is shown in Algorithm 6. The greedy algorithm is known to be a 1 − 1/e

approximation algorithm10, and no better approximation algorithm exists unless P = NP

(Krause and Golovin, 2014).

Mirzasoleiman et al. (2013) introduced the first method of merging independently

computed solutions in their GreeDi (GREEdy DIstributed) algorithm. GreeDi works by

first running the greedy algorithm locally on each node to compute local solutions ŵgreedy
i .

These solutions are transmitted to the master machine. The master combines the local

solutions into a set of size km and reruns greedy on the combined set. In notation, the

10 The symbol e is Euler’s constant and not an approximation variable.
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merge procedure is given by

GreeDi(ŵgreedy
1 , ..., ŵgreedy

m ) = greedy(∪mi=1ŵ
greedy
i , k). (2.44)

Mirzasoleiman et al. (2013) show that in the worst case, GreeDi achieves an approximation

guarantee of

f(ŵGreeDi) ≥ (1− 1/e)2

min{m, k}
f(w∗). (2.45)

Barbosa et al. (2015) improve the analysis of GreeDi to show that in expectation

f(ŵGreeDi) ≥ 1− 1/e

2
f(w∗), (2.46)

which matches the guarantee of the optimal greedy centralized algorithm up to the 1/2

constant factor. Notably, the approximation is independent of the number of machines m

or the size of the problem k.

Subsequent work has extended the GreeDi framework to apply to more general

submodular optimization problems. Malkomes et al. (2015) solves the k-centers clustering

problem; Bhaskara et al. (2016) solves the column subset selection problem; and both

Barbosa et al. (2016) and Mirzasoleiman et al. (2016) solve submodular problems with

matroid, p-system, and knapsack constraints. The algorithms presented in each of these

papers follows the same basic pattern: the greedy algorithm used by the local machines

and the merge procedure is replaced by an alternative algorithm that is more appropriate

for the new problem setting.

As with continuous statistical optimization problems, the difficulty of submodular
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optimization is known to depend on the curvature of the problem (Vondrák, 2010). The

submodular curvature is defined to be

c = 1−min
e∈Z

f ′(e;Z − e)
f(e)

. (2.47)

When the curvature is small, the greedy algorithm will perform better. In particular, when

the c = 0 the problem is said to be modular and the greedy algorithm returns an optimal

solution. Vondrák (2010) shows that for all c > 0, greedy returns a (1−e−c)/c approximate

solution, and that no better approximation is possible. There is as yet no work discussing

the relationship of curvature to the difficulty of merging local solutions. It seems likely,

however, that a bound analogous to the continuous bound provided by Liu and Ihler (2014)

will hold.

2.4.3 Bayesian methods

In Bayesian inference, we treat the data set Z as observed variables and assume there

is a hidden variable θ on which the data depends. For ease of notation, we will assume

that θ ∈ Rd and the data set Z contains mn i.i.d. data points. That is, the distribution

of Z is p(Z|θ) =
∏mn
i=1 p(zi|θ).11 Our goal is to calculate the posterior distribution

p(θ|Z). In this section we discuss three general techniques for learning the posterior. We

warm-up with the Bernstein-von Mises (BvM) method. BvM uses a simple model based

on a parametric approximation. The method of merging linear exponential families from

Section 2.4.1.1 is then used to merge the posteriors. Next we discuss variational inference

11 In general these conditions can be relaxed at the expense of more complicated notation.
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(VI). VI also makes a parametric approximation, but uses a more complex optimization

procedure to choose the parameters. We shall see that the merge procedures for VI are

closely related to those for RLM, and in particular that all the merge procedures for RLM

of Section 2.4.2 can be directly applied to the VI problem. Previous work has not noticed

this connection. The final method is Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC uses

sampling to approximate the posterior. The merge procedures for MCMC share little in

common with merge procedures for any other problem.

2.4.3.1 Bernstein-von Mises

When the posterior distribution p(θ|Zi) has a parametric form in the linear exponential

family, then the local posteriors can easily be combined (see Section 2.4.1.1). Under mild

conditions, the Bernstein-von Mises theorem12 states that as the number of samples

n → ∞, the distribution p(θ|Zi) converges to a normal distribution. See for example

Chapter 10.2 of van der Vaart (1998) for a formal statement of the theorem with conditions.

Neiswanger et al. (2014) use this result to create a simple distributed learning procedure

that can be thought of as the Bayesian version of naive parameter averaging (see Section

2.4.2.2).

The full procedure is as follows. By Bayes theorem, we have that the posterior

can be written as

p(θ|Z) =
p(Z|θ)p(θ)
p(Z)

(2.48)

where p(θ) is the prior distribution over the parameters θ. Neiswanger et al. (2014) define

12 The Bernstein-von Mises theorem is also often called the Bayesian central limit theorem.
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the subposterior distribution for a dataset Zi to be

p(θ|Zi) =
p(Z|θ)p(θ)1/m

p(Zi)
. (2.49)

Notice the subposterior uses the underweighted prior p(θ)1/m. Some merge procedures use

this underweighted prior on the subposterior, and some use the unmodified prior. Here, our

choice of the underweighted prior means that we can rewrite the full posterior as

p(θ|Z) ∝ p(θ)p(Z|θ) = p(θ)
m∏
i=1

p(Zi|θ) ∝ p(θ)
m∏
i=1

p(θ|Zi)p(θ)−1/m =
m∏
i=1

p(θ|Zi). (2.50)

By the Berstein-von Mises theorem, we also have that the subposterior can be approximated

as

p (θ|Zi) ≈ N (θ; µ̂i, Σ̂i) (2.51)

where µ̂i and Σ̂i are local mean and covariance parameter estimates computed by either

variational inference (Section 2.4.3.2) or Markov chain Monte Carlo (Section 2.4.3.3), and

N (θ; µ̂i, Σ̂i) is the density of the multivariate normal distribution with mean µi and covari-

ance Σ̂i. Combining (2.50) and (2.51) gives our final parameter estimate

p (θ|Z) ∝
m∏
i=1

p (θ|Zi) ≈
m∏
i=1

N (θ; µ̂i, Σ̂i) = N (θ; µ̂, Σ̂), (2.52)

where

Σ̂ =

(
m∑
i=1

Σ̂−1
i

)−1

and µ̂ = Σ̂

(
m∑
i=1

Σ̂−1µi

)
. (2.53)

When the number of samples per machine n is much greater than the number of machines
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m and the dimensionality of the problem d, then (2.53) provides a good estimate of the true

posterior distribution. Like the naive averaging method of Section 2.4.2.2, however, (2.53)

will be highly biased when n is small. Variational inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo

typically provide much better results.

2.4.3.2 Variational inference

Variational inference (VI) is a popular method for approximating intractable posterior dis-

tributions (Jordan et al., 1999; Blei et al., 2017). There are three existing methods of

distributed VI that fit our merging framework (Broderick et al., 2013; Campbell and How,

2014; Neiswanger et al., 2015). To describe these methods, we will present VI as a spe-

cial case of regularized loss minimization (RLM). This is a non-standard presentation of

VI, but it highlights the similarities between distributed VI methods and the distributed

RLM methods already presented. In particular, the 9 mergeable RLM estimators of Section

2.4.2.2 can be applied directly to the VI problem. These estimators have several advan-

tages over the VI-specific merging procedures, including explicit regret bounds. Each of

these merge procedures induces a fast cross validation procedure (by Section 2.3), and we

believe these are the first published fast cross validation procedures for VI.

Variational inference uses optimization to create a deterministic approximation

to the posterior that is easy to compute. The first step is to select a surrogate family of

densities Q = {q(θ|w) : w ∈ W}, then the optimal density q(θ|ŵvi) is given by solving the

optimization

ŵvi = arg min
w∈W

KL(q(θ|w) ‖ p(θ|Z)). (2.54)
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Solving (2.54) is equivalent to the RLM problem

ŵvi = arg min
w∈W

∑
z∈Z

`(z; w) + r(w) (2.55)

where

`(z; w) = −
∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(z|θ) dθ and r(w) = KL(q(θ|w) ‖ p(θ)). (2.56)

The loss ` above is commonly known as the negative cross entropy. Practitioners commonly

choose the distributions p and q to be conjugate members of the exponential family, in

which case ` and r will have closed form representations. The equivalence between (2.54)

and (2.55) follows because

KL(q(θ|w) ‖ p(θ|Z)) (2.57)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
q(θ|w)

p(θ|Z)
dθ (2.58)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log q(θ|w) dθ −
∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(θ|Z) dθ (2.59)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log q(θ|w) dθ −
∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
p(Z|θ)p(θ)
p(Z)

dθ (2.60)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
q(θ|w)

p(θ)
dθ −

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(Z|θ) dθ +

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(Z) dθ (2.61)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
q(θ|w)

p(θ)
dθ −

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(Z|θ) dθ + log p(Z) (2.62)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
q(θ|w)

p(θ)
dθ −

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
∏
z∈Z

p(z|θ) dθ + log p(Z) (2.63)

=

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log
q(θ|w)

p(θ)
dθ −

∑
z∈Z

∫
θ∈Θ

q(θ|w) log p(z|θ) dθ + log p(Z) (2.64)
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= r(w) +
∑
z∈Z

`(z; w) + log p(Z) (2.65)

Finally, since the term log p(Z) does not depend on w it can be removed from the optimiza-

tion in (2.55). Because of this reduction of VI to RLM, the 9 techniques for merging RLM

estimators can be applied directly to the VI problem. No previous literature has noticed

this connection.

We now present three methods for distributed VI that are not derived from the

RLM problem. Broderick et al. (2013) proposed the first method, streaming distributed

asynchronous Bayes (SDA-Bayes). SDA-Bayes is effectively a form of naive parameter

averaging (see Section 2.4.2.2) that also updates the regularization. Each local machine

calculates the variational approximation q(θ|ŵvi
i ) locally, then the merged parameters are

given by

ŵsda = (1−m)ŵvi
0 +

m∑
i=1

ŵvi
i (2.66)

where ŵvi
0 denotes the hyper parameters of the prior distribution p(θ), which is assumed to

be in the same exponential family as the variational approximation q(θ|ŵvi
i ).

The merge formula for SDA-Bayes has the following probabilistic justification.

We can factor the global posterior into local posteriors and apply the exponential family

assumption to get

p(θ|Z) = p(θ|Z1, ..., Zm) (2.67)

∝

(
m∏
i=1

p(Zi|θ)

)
p(θ) (2.68)
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∝

(
m∏
i=1

p(θ|Zi)
p(θ)

)
p(θ) (2.69)

= p(θ)1−m
m∏
i=1

p(θ|Zi) (2.70)

≈ p(θ)1−m
m∏
i=1

q(θ|ŵvi
i ) (2.71)

= h(θ) exp

((1−m)ŵvi
0 +

m∑
i=1

ŵvi
i

)T

T (θ)− (1−m)ψ(ŵvi
0 )−

m∑
i=1

ψ(ŵvi
i )


(2.72)

≈ h(θ) exp

((1−m)ŵvi
0 +

m∑
i=1

ŵvi
i

)T

T (θ)− ψ

(
(1−m)ŵvi

0 −
m∑
i=1

ŵvi
i

) (2.73)

= h(θ) exp
(
ŵsdaTT (θ)− ψ(ŵsda)

)
(2.74)

= q(θ|ŵsda) (2.75)

Notice that in (2.69), SDA-Bayes does not assume the underweighted prior in the subposte-

rior p(θ|Zi) as we assumed in the Bernstein-von Mises merge procedure. The approximation

of line (2.71) is the variational approximation, and the approximation of line (2.73) assumes

linearity of ψ. In general, ψ may be highly non-linear and so SDA-Bayes provides no guar-

antees on how well ŵsda approximates the single machine oracle VI parameters ŵvi. A

major advantage of using the RLM procedures instead is that they do come with these

guarantees. For example, even the simple naive average guarantees optimal reduction in

variance (Section 2.4.2.2).

Other work on mergeable VI has made the SDA algorithm more widely appli-

cable. One limitation of SDA-Bayes is that it only works when the parameters of the

variational family are identifiable. We say that the variational family is identifiable if for
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all w1 6= w2 ∈ W , q(θ|w1) 6= q(θ|w2). One important class of nonidentifiability is parame-

ter symmetry. Let Sd denote the group of permutation matrices of dimension d (called the

symmetric group of order d), and recall that the variational parameter space W = Rd. We

say that the parameter space exhibits symmetry if for any P ∈ Sd, q(θ|w) = q(θ|Pw).

Symmetry is commonly found in mixture models, and it complicates their learning. Camp-

bell and How (2014) propose an extension to SDA-Bayes called approximate merging of

posteriors with symmetries (AMPS). The AMPS estimator is given by

ŵamps = (1−m)ŵvi
0 +

m∑
i=1

Piŵ
vi
i (2.76)

where the Pi are given by

{Pi} = arg max
Pi∈Sd

ψ

(
(1−m)ŵvi

0 +

m∑
i=1

Piŵ
vi
i

)
(2.77)

The intuition behind AMPS is that we should permute each machine’s parameters in such

a way that they have the highest probability of being aligned correctly. Maximizing the

log partition function ψ does this. The idea of optimizing over permutation matrices to

handle symmetry non-identifiabilities is useful in general RLM optimization problems, not

only variational methods. This idea has not been applied to general RLM problems, but

all the merge methods of Section 2.4.2.2 could be augmented with this capability relatively

easily.

A second limitation of SDA-Bayes is that it requires the prior and variational fam-

ilies be conjugate. Gershman et al. (2012) introduce nonparametric variational infer-
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ence (NVI), which is a single machine method that does not require conjugacy. Neiswanger

et al. (2015) propose to combine SDA-Bayes with the NVI model. The central idea is that

the variational family should be a mixture of normal distributions. That is,

Qnvi =

{
1

k

k∏
i=1

N (θ;µ,Σ) : µ ∈ Rd,Σ is a d dimensional covariance matrix

}
(2.78)

and k is a hyperparameter determining the number of mixture components. Since Qnvi is

a family of mixture models, it exhibits parameter symmetry. Rather than optimizing over

rotation matrices like AMPS, Neiswanger et al. (2015) choose to use a merge procedure that

uses sampling to align the components. As the details are rather complicated, we do not

describe them here. We do note, however, that the sampling is done locally on the master

machine with no communication. The method therefore fits our framework.

In summary, we argue that VI problems should be seen as a special type of RLM

problem. This lets the merge procedures of Section 2.4.2.2 apply directly to the VI problem.

No experiments have yet been performed with these merge procedures on VI problems; but

we might hope they will perform well because they have strong theoretical guarantees

whereas the existing VI merge procedures completely lack theoretical guarantees.

2.4.3.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a stochastic method for approximating the

posterior of a distribution (e.g. Andrieu et al., 2003). MCMC provides a way to generate

samples from the posterior distribution, and these samples can be used to estimate statistics

like the expectation or mode of the distribution. MCMC is typically slower than variational
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inference but more accurate. As the number of MCMC samples approaches infinity, the

approximation error of MCMC shrinks to zero; whereas for variational methods, the approx-

imation error is always some nonzero constant determined by the variational distribution.

Because MCMC is computationally expensive, many techniques have been developed to

scale MCMC to large datasets. In this section, we will see that seven distributed MCMC

algorithms use merge procedures and fit our framework (Wang and Dunson, 2013; Minsker

et al., 2014; Neiswanger et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; White et al., 2015; Srivastava et al.,

2015; Nemeth and Sherlock, 2016; Scott et al., 2016). Another popular approach to re-

ducing the computational burden of MCMC samplers is via fast cross validation methods

(Marshall and Spiegelhalter, 2003; Bhattacharya et al., 2007; Bornn et al., 2010; Held et al.,

2010; Vehtari et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016). None of the existing fast cross validation algo-

rithms is suitable for the distributed environment. Our framework of mergeable learning

algorithms unifies these two approaches to faster MCMC estimators and provides the first

distributed fast cross validation methods for MCMC estimators.

We now formally describe the problem of merging MCMC samples. As in Sec-

tion 2.4.3.1, all the MCMC methods use the underweighted subposterior prior p(θ|Zi) ∝

p(Zi|θ)p(θ)1/m. So by Equation (2.50) gives us

p(θ|Z) ∝
m∏
i=1

p(θ|Zi), (2.79)

We use an MCMC sampler to create a series of t samples θi,1, ..., θi,t from each subposterior

i. The number of samples generated by each machine (t) need not have any relationship

to the number of data points stored on each machine (n). Generating these samples can
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be done independently on m separate machines without communication. Furthermore, any

sequential MCMC sampler can be used. The optimal choice of sampler will depend on the

particular problem. The reduce procedure takes as inputs samples from the m subposteriors

and generates samples from the full posterior.

There are three families of merge procedures for MCMC. The simplest family

directly merges the samples from the subposterior distributions. The consensus Monte

Carlo (CMC) algorithm introduced by Scott et al. (2016)13 is the primary example. CMC

generates a sample by a weighted average of the subposteriors’ samples. Formally, the jth

sample from the full posterior is given by

θcmcj =

(
m∑
i=1

Σi

)−1 m∑
i=1

Σiθ
mcmc
i,j . (2.80)

Where Σi is the sample covariance matrix of Zi. Like the naive averaging estimator for

optimization problems, CMC reduces the variance but not the bias of the samples. If we

construct a pseudo-parameter vector ŵmcmc
i = (θi,1, ..., θi,r) by concatenating the samples

from the subposteriors, then we can use all the techniques of merging RLM parameters to

merge samples as well. None of the RLM merge procedures (other than averaging) have

been applied to MCMC, so it is unclear if they would offer any benefit.

A second category of merge functions uses a nonparametric estimate of the sub-

posterior density. This results in significantly more complicated merge functions. These

merge functions trade better statistical performance for worse computational performance.

13 The CMC method appears to be the earliest mergeable MCMC method despite the 2016 official publi-
cation date. An early version of the CMC paper was first released online in 2013 and is cited by many other
mergeable MCMC papers. Since the earlier papers are not on arXiv or otherwise available online. We have
chosen to cite the official journal publication.
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Instead of merging the samples directly, an approximate posterior distribution is created

by multiplying the nonparametric estimates of the subposteriors. MCMC samples are then

generated by sampling from the approximate posterior. The first method in this catgory

was given by Neiswanger et al. (2014) and called the nonparametric density product

estimator (NDPE). NDPE uses the samples from subposterior i to approximate the sub-

posterior density using the kernel density estimator (KDE) with a Gaussian kernel:

pkde(θ|Zi) =
1

n

t∑
j=1

N (θ; θi,j , h
2Id), (2.81)

where Id is the d dimensional identity matrix and h is a global bandwidth parameter for the

gaussian kernel. The full posterior is then approximated by substituting (2.81) into (2.79):

pndpe(θ|Z) ∝
m∏
i=1

pkde(θ|Zi) =
1

nm

m∏
i=1

t∑
j=1

N (θ; θi,j , h
2Id) (2.82)

Naively sampling from (2.82) is computationally expensive as there are nm mixture com-

ponents. Neiswanger et al. (2014) show that many of these components are redundant,

and the NDPE samples form a mixture of only mt components, which can be tractably

sampled from. The advantage of nonparametric estimators is that they are unbiased when

n is fixed and m → ∞, but the disadvantage is that they take a long time to converge.

Neiswanger et al. (2014) also propose the semiparametric density product estimator

(SDPE) which has faster convergence. SDPE approximates the subposterior distributions

as the product of a gaussian distribution and the KDE of (2.81). SDPE exhibits both faster

convergence and asymptotic efficiency. Wang and Dunson (2013) propose an improvement
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to the SDPE called the Weierstrass sampler (WS).14 The WS method approximates the

subposteriors using the weierstrass transform of the KDE, which is the convolution (instead

of the product) of a gausian distribution and KDE. Nemeth and Sherlock (2016) report

that using a gaussian process to approximate the subposteriors has improved empirical

performance compared to both the SDPE and WS methods, although they provide little

theoretical justification for this claim. Wang et al. (2015) introduce the parallel aggrega-

tion random trees (PART) merging method. PART uses a kd-tree to nonparametrically

represent the subposterior distributions. This has the advantage are that there is no kernel

hyperparameter that needs tuning. PART is the only method that provides finite sample

guarantees on the quality of the emitted samples. Finally, White et al. (2015) study the

NPDE method in the more general setting of approximate baysian computation (ABC)

where the likelihood function p(Z|θ) is either unknown or too expensive to compute.

The final category of samplers is based on taking the geometric median or mean of

the subposteriors. The earliest example in this category is due to Minsker et al. (2014) and

called the median of subposterior measures (MSM). The MSM embeds the subposte-

riors into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. The approximated posterior is the median of

the subposteriors with respect to the distance function in the Hilbert space. Srivastava et al.

(2015) propose the waserstein posterior (WASP) method. WASP returns the barycenter

of the subposterior distributions with respect to the wasserstein distance (the continuous

analog of the earth mover distance). WASP shows that this problem can be formulated as

a sparse linear program and so solved efficiently in practice.

14 Wang and Dunson (2013) has an earlier citation date than Neiswanger et al. (2014), but was actually
created later. Neiswanger et al. (2014) first appeared on arXiv in 2013 and later was published in a journal
in 2014. The improvements of Wang and Dunson (2013) were released on arXiv between these two dates.
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2.5 Conclusion

We have seen many examples of mergeable learning algorithms. Researchers have developed

these algorithms while working on distributed learning problems, but we have shown that

these algorithms also come with a fast cross validation procedure. In the next two chapters,

we design new mergeable learning algorithms. Chapter 3 presents the optimal weighted

average (OWA) algorithm for merging regularized loss minimizers. Unlike the methods for

RLM presented in Section 2.4.2.2, OWA has statistical guarantees and is fast to compute.

Chapter 4 presents the cover tree data structure, which is used to speed up nonparametric

learning algorithms like nearest neighbor queries and kernel density estimation. On of the

improvements to the cover tree is a merge procedure. This merge procedure provides the

first parallel construction algorithm and fast cross validation algorithm for cover tree based

learning methods.
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Chapter 3

The optimal weighted average

This chapter presents a new merge procedure called the optimal weighted average

(OWA). OWA improves on the “averaging based” merge procedures of Section 2.4.2.2 from

the previous chapter. In particular: OWA either has stronger statistical guarantees, is ap-

plicable to more models, or is more computationally efficient. To simplify the exposition,

we will first present the OWA procedure for linear models. Then, we will show an example

application of OWA to deep neural networks.

This chapter can be read independently of the previous chapters. Section 3.1

formally introduces the needed notation and describes the problem of merging linear models.

Section 3.2 describes the OWA merge procedure. We take special care to show how OWA

can be implemented with off-the-shelf optimizers. Section 3.3 provides a simple proof that

OWA achieves the optimal O(
√
d/mn) error. Our main condition is that the single machine

parameter vectors have a “sufficiently gaussian” distribution. This is a mild condition known

to hold in many situations of interest. In order to clarify the constant factors involved in our
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algorithm, we also introduce a novel measure of the smoothness of a loss function. Section

3.4.2 shows empirically that OWA performs well on synthetic and real world advertising

data. We demonstrate that OWA is robust to the strength of regularization, which is one

of the reasons it performs well in practice. Section 3.5 then generalizes the OWA algorithm

to deep neural networks. Preliminary experiments on the MNIST data set show that this

nonlinear version of OWA works well.

3.1 The problem of merging linear models

Let Y ⊆ R be the space of response variables, X ⊆ Rd be the space of covariates, and

W ⊆ Rd be the parameter space. We assume a linear model where the loss of data point

(x, y) ∈ X × Y given the parameter w ∈ W is denoted by `(y,xTw). We define the

true loss of parameter w to be L∗(w) = E `(y; xTw), and the optimal parameter vector

w∗ = arg minw∈W L∗(w). We do not require that the model be correctly specified, nor do

we require that ` be convex with respect to w. Let Z ⊂ X × Y be a dataset of mn i.i.d.

observations. Finally, let r : W → R be a regularization function (typically the L1 or L2

norm) and λ ∈ R be the regularization strength. Then the regularized loss minimizer

(RLM) is

ŵrlm = arg max
w∈W

∑
(x,y)∈Z

`(y,xTw) + λr(w). (3.1)

Assume that the dataset Z has been partitioned onto m machines so that each machine i

has dataset Zi of size n, and all the Zi are disjoint. Then each machine calculates the local

RLM

ŵrlm
i = arg max

w∈W

∑
(x,y)∈Zi

`(y,xTw) + λr(w). (3.2)
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Solving for ŵrlm
i requires no communication with other machines. Our goal is to merge the

ŵrlm
i s into a single improved estimate.

We now recall some facts from Chapter 2 about measuring the quality of merged

estimators. Section 2.4.2.2 presented a number of existing baseline merge procedures. The

simplest is the naive averaging estimator:

ŵave =
1

m

m∑
i=1

ŵrlm
i . (3.3)

OWA will improve on naive averaging by taking a carefully selected weighted average. The

quality of an estimator ŵ can be measured by the estimation error ‖ŵ −w∗‖. We can use

the triangle inequality to decompose this error as

‖ŵ −w∗‖ ≤ ‖ŵ − E ŵ‖+ ‖E ŵ −w∗‖. (3.4)

We refer to ‖ŵ − E ŵ‖ as the variance of the estimator and ‖E ŵ −w∗‖ as the bias. For

the single machine oracle estimator ŵrlm, both the variance and bias decrease at the rate

O(
√
d/mn). For the naive averaging estimator, the variance decreases at the optimal

O(
√
d/mn) rate, but the bias decreases only as O(

√
d/n). In other words, the bias of ŵave

is independent of the number of machines m. We shall see that for the OWA estimator,

both the bias and variance decrease as O(
√
d/mn). Thus OWA has better guarantees than

naive averaging and similar guarantees as the single machine oracle.
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3.2 The algorithm

The optimal weighted average (OWA) merge procedure uses a second round of optimiza-

tion to calculate the optimal linear combination of the ŵrlm
i s. This second optimization

occurs over a small fraction of the dataset, so its computational and communication cost is

negligible.

3.2.1 Warmup: the full OWA estimator

To motivate the OWA estimator, we first present a less efficient estimator that uses the full

dataset for the second round of optimization. Define the matrix Ŵ : Rd×m to have its ith

column equal to ŵrlm
i . Now consider the estimator

ŵowa,full = Ŵ v̂owa,full, where v̂owa,full = arg max
v∈Rm

∑
(x,y)∈Z

`
(
y,xTŴv

)
+ λr(Ŵv).

(3.5)

Notice that ŵowa,full is just the regularized loss minimizer when the parameter space W

is restricted to the subspace Ŵowa = span{ŵrlm
i }mi=1. In other words, the v̂owa,full vector

contains the optimal weights to apply to each ŵrlm
i when averaging. Figure 3.1 shows

graphically that no other estimator in Ŵowa can have lower regularized empirical loss than

ŵowa,full.

3.2.2 The OWA estimator

Calculating the weights v̂owa,full directly is infeasible because it requires access to the full

dataset. Fortunately, we do not need to consider all the data points for an accurate esti-
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ŵrlm

ŵaveŵrlm
1

ŵrlm
2

ŵowa,full
ŵowa

`(y,xTw) + λr(w)

Ŵowa

Figure 3.1: Graphical depiction of the OWA estimator’s parameter space. ŵowa,full is the
estimator with best loss in Ŵowa, and ŵowa is close with high probability.

mator. In a linear model, the number of data points needed is proportional to the dimen-

sionality of the underlying space. The parameter space Ŵowa is m-dimensional, so we need

only O(m) samples. In general, m << n, so this second optimization requires only a tiny

fraction of the original data. This intuition motivates the OWA estimator. Let Zowa
i ⊂ Zi

be a set of nowa data points uniformly sampled from Zi without replacement, and let Zowa

be the union of the Zowa
i s. Then the OWA estimator is defined to be

ŵowa = Ŵ v̂owa, where v̂owa = arg max
v∈Rm

∑
(x,y)∈Zowa

`
(
y,xTŴv

)
+ λr(Ŵv). (3.6)

We present two algorithms for calculating ŵowa in a distributed setting. These

algorithms are minor specializations of the general distributed learning algorithm for merge-

able estimators (Algorithm 1). Algorithm 7 uses only a single round of communication, but

it requires that a predesignated master machine already have a copy of the Zowa dataset.

Each machine calculates ŵrlm
i independently, then transfers the result to the master. The

master then has all the information needed to solve (3.6). A total of O(dm) bits are trans-

fered to the server. (The parameter vector has d dimensions and there are m machines.)
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Algorithm 7 Calculating ŵowa in one round

Preconditions:
each machine i already has dataset Zi
the master machine additionally has Zowa

Round 1, each machine i independently:
calculates ŵrlm

i using (3.2)
transmits ŵrlm

i to the master
The master calculates ŵowa using (3.6)

(optionally) master uses approximation (3.7)

Algorithm 8 Calculating ŵowa in two rounds

Preconditions:
each machine i already has dataset Zi

Round 1, each machine i independently:
calculates ŵrlm

i using (3.2)
broadcasts ŵrlm

i to all other machines
Round 2, each machine i independently:

constructs Ŵ = (ŵrlm
1 , ..., ŵrlm

m )
samples a dataset Zowa

i ⊂ Zi of size nowa

calcs Zproj
i = {(xTŴ , y) : (x, y) ∈ Zowa}

sends Zproj
i to a master machine

The master calculates ŵowa using (3.6)
(optionally) master uses approximation (3.7)

The averaging estimator transfers the same information, and so has the same O(dm) com-

munication complexity. The only difference between the two algorithms is the way the

master machine merges the local estimates.

If the master machine does not already have a copy of Zowa, then we must transfer

a copy to the master. Algorithm 8 is a two round version of OWA that exploits the structure

of the ŵowa estimator to transmit this data efficiently. In the first round, each machine

calculates ŵrlm
i independently. The result is then broadcast to every other machine, instead

of just the master. A total of O(dm2) bits are transmitted in this round. (The parameter

vector has d dimensions, there are m machines, and each machine transmits to each other
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machine.) In the second round, each machine projects its local dataset Zowa
i onto the

space Ŵowa. These projected data points are then transmitted to the master. A total of

O(m2nowa) bits are transmitted. (The projected data points each have dimension m, there

are m machines, and there are nowa data points per machine.) The analysis in Lemma 2 (see

Section 3.3) suggests that nowa should be set to O(mn/d). So the total data transmitted in

both rounds is O(dm2 +m3n/d).

3.2.3 Implementing OWA with existing optimizers

Equations 3.5 and 3.6 cannot be solved directly using off-the-shelf optimizers because ex-

isting optimizers do not support the non-standard regularization term r(Ŵv). In practice,

it is sufficient to approximate this term by L2 regularization directly on the v vector:

λr(Ŵv) ≈ λ2‖v‖2, (3.7)

where λ2 is a new hyperparameter. We provide two justifications for this approximation:

1. When we want the parameter vector w to be sparse (and so the regularizer r is the L1

norm), we have no reason to believe that the v vector should be sparse. The desired

sparsity is induced by the regularization when solving for ŵrlm
i s and maintained in any

linear combination of the ŵrlm
i s.

2. As the size of the dataset increases, the strength of the regularizer decreases. In this

second optimization, the dimensionality of the problem is small, so it is easy to add more

data to make the influence of the regularization negligible.
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The new λ2 regularization parameter should be set by cross validation. This will be a fast

procedure, however, because there are only mnowa << mn data points to optimize over,

they have dimensionality m << d, and the L2 regularized problem is much easier to solve

than the L1 problem. Furthermore, this cross validation can be computed locally on the

master machine without any communication. The experiments in Section 3.4.2 provide an

example where the first round of optimization to compute the ŵrlm
i s takes about a day,

but the second round of optimization (including cross validation over λ2) takes only several

minutes.

3.3 Analysis

In this section, we outline the argument that OWA’s generalization error L∗(ŵowa)−L∗(w∗)

and estimation error ‖ŵowa −w∗‖ both decay as O(
√
d/mn). Full proofs of all theorems

can be found in the supplemental material. Our analysis depends on the single machine

estimators obeying the following mild condition.

Definition 1. We say that an estimator ŵ that has been trained on n data points of

dimension d satisifies the sub-gaussian tail (SGT) condition if, for all t > 0, with probability

at least 1− exp(−t), ‖ŵ −w∗‖ ≤ O(
√
dt/n).

The SGT condition is a high-level condition that is well established in the statistical

literature. All generalized linear models (such as logistic regression and ordinary least

squares regression) satisfy the SGT condition, and many less standard models (such as

linear models with a sigmoid loss) also satisfy the condition. There are many ways to prove

that an estimator satisfies the SGT condition. In the asymptotic regime when n → ∞,
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very strong results of this form have been known since the 1960s. Chapter 7 of Lehmann

(1999) provides an elementary introduction to this work. Lehman requires only that `

be three times differentiable, that the data points be i.i.d., and that w∗ be identifiable.

More recent results establish the SGT condition in the non-asymptotic regime n < ∞.

The strongest non-asymptotic results known to the authors are due to Spokoiny (2012).

Spokoiny’s only assumption is that the empirical loss admit a local approximation via the

“bracketing device,” which is a generalization of the Taylor expansion. The full explanation

of the bracketing device is rather technical, so we do not present it here. Instead, we

highlight that Spokoiny’s results do not require a convex loss or even that the data be i.i.d.

The first lemma is an easy consequence of the SGT condition for the ŵrlm
i s. It

formalizes the key idea that Ŵowa is a good subspace to optimize over because it contains

a point close to the true parameter vector.

Lemma 2. Assume the ŵrlm
i s satisfy the SGT condition. Let πŴowaw

∗ denote the vector in

Ŵowa with minimum distance to w∗. Let t > 0. Then with probability at least 1−exp(−t),

‖πŴowaw
∗ −w∗‖ ≤ O(

√
dt/mn). (3.8)
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Proof. Using independence of the ŵrlm
i s and the SGT condition, we have that

Pr
[
‖πŴowaw

∗ −w∗‖ ≤ O(
√
dt/mn)

]
≥Pr

[
min
i=1...m

‖ŵrlm
i −w∗‖ ≤ O(

√
dt/mn)

]
(3.9)

=1− Pr

[
min
i=1...m

‖ŵrlm
i −w∗‖ > O(

√
dt/mn)

]
(3.10)

=1−
(

Pr
[
‖ŵrlm

1 −w∗‖ > O(
√
dt/mn)

])m
(3.11)

=1−
(

1− Pr
[
‖ŵrlm

1 −w∗‖ ≤ O(
√
dt/mn)

])m
(3.12)

≥1−
(
1− (1− exp(−t/m))

)m
(3.13)

=1− exp(−t). (3.14)

Our next lemma shows that ŵowa is a good approximation of ŵowa,full as long as

nowa = mn/d. In linear models, the number of dimensions used typically grows proportion-

ally to the number of data points, so this lemma formalizes the intuition that relatively little

data is needed in the second optimization. In this lemma, we require that both v̂owa,full and

v̂owa satisfy the SGT condition. Recall from Equations 3.5 and 3.6 that both estimators

are trained on a projected data set with dimension min(m, d). So the SGT conditions for

v̂owa,full and v̂owa state that with probability at least 1− exp(−t),

‖v̂owa,full − v*‖ ≤ O(min(m, d)t/mn), (3.15)
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and

‖v̂owa − v*‖ ≤ O(min(m, d)t/mnowa), (3.16)

where v* is the parameter vector in Ŵowa that minimizes L∗. (Note that in general,

v* 6= πŴowaw
∗). The results of Spokoiny (2012) can be used to show that v̂owa,full and v̂owa

satisfy the SGT condition.

Lemma 3. Assume that v̂owa,full and v̂owa satisfy the SGT condition. Let nowa = mn/d.

Let t > 0. Then with probability at least 1− exp(−t), ‖ŵowa,full − ŵowa‖ ≤ O(dt/mn).

Proof. By the SGT condition for v̂owa,full, we have that

‖v̂owa,full − v*‖ ≤ O(
√

min(m, d)t/mn) = O(
√
dt/mn). (3.17)

Similarly, by the SGT condition for v̂owa, we have that So,

‖v̂owa − v*‖ ≤ O(
√

min(m, d)t/mnowa) = O(
√
mt/mnowa) = O(

√
dt/mn). (3.18)

The result follows by combining Equations 3.17 and 3.18 using the triangle inequality:

‖ŵowa,full − ŵowa,*‖ = ‖v̂owa,full − v̂owa‖ ≤ ‖v̂owa − v*‖+ ‖v* − v̂owa‖ ≤ O(
√
dt/mn).

(3.19)

In order to connect the results of Lemmas 1 and 2 to the generalization error of

our estimator, we need to introduce a smoothness condition on the true loss function L∗.
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Definition 4. We say that L∗ is β-Lipschitz continuous if for all w1 and w2,

|L∗(w1)− L∗(w2)| ≤ β‖w1 −w2‖. (3.20)

We can now present our first main result.

Theorem 5. Assume the ŵrlm
i s, v̂owa,full, and v̂owa all satisfy the SGT condition. Further

assume that L∗ is β-Lipschitz. Let nowa = mn/d. Let t > 0. Then with probability at least

1− exp(−t),

L∗(ŵowa)− L∗(w∗) ≤ O(β
√
dt/mn). (3.21)

Proof. We have that

L∗(ŵowa,full)− L∗(w∗) ≤ L∗(ŵowa,full)− L∗(Ŵv*) + L∗(Ŵv*)− L∗(w∗) (3.22)

≤ L∗(Ŵ v̂owa,full)− L∗(Ŵv*) + L∗(πŴowaw
∗)− L∗(w∗) (3.23)

≤ β‖Ŵ v̂owa,full − Ŵv*‖+ β‖πŴowaw
∗ −w∗‖ (3.24)

≤ β‖v̂owa,full − v*‖+ β‖πŴowaw
∗ −w∗‖ (3.25)

≤ O(β
√
dt/mn). (3.26)

The last line follows by applying the SGT condition with respect to ŵowa,full on the left
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term and Lemma 2 on the right term. We then have that

L∗(ŵowa)− L∗(w∗) ≤ L∗(ŵowa)− L∗(ŵowa,full) + L∗(ŵowa,full)− L∗(w∗) (3.27)

≤ β‖ŵowa − ŵowa,full‖+ L∗(ŵowa,full)− L∗(w∗) (3.28)

≤ O(
√
dt/mn). (3.29)

The last line follows from Lemma 3 on the left term and Eq. (3.26) on the right term.

The use of Lipschitz continuity in Theorem 1 sacrifices generality for interpretabil-

ity. While many losses are β-Lipschitz (e.g. log loss, hinge loss, and sigmoid loss), many

other losses are not (e.g. squared loss and exp loss). Therefore Theorem 1 is not as general

as it could be. To improve generality of our next result, we introduce the following novel

smoothness condition.

Definition 6. Let R ⊆ W. We call the true loss function L∗ locally quadratically bracketed

in R (LQB-R) if for all points w ∈ R,

αlo‖w −w∗‖2 ≤ L(w)− L(w∗) ≤ αhi‖w −w∗‖2. (3.30)

The LQB-R condition is quite general. The leftmost inequality in (3.30) is related

to (but more general than) the more familiar notion of αlo-strong convexity. (We say L∗

is αlo-strongly convex if ∇2L∗(w) ≥ αloI for all w.) Inequality (3.30), however, requires

only that ∇2L∗(w) ≥ αloI at the minimum point w = w∗. The function may (for example)

have local maxima elsewhere. When R has finite radius (i.e. ‖w1 −w2‖ is finite for all

w1,w2 ∈ R), then all continuous functions with a unique global minimum will satisfy the
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leftmost inequality for some value of αlo. The rightmost inequality of (3.30) states that

L∗ must not grow too quickly within R. If R has finite radius, and there is an open ball

around w∗ that does not intersect R, then any continuous function satisfies the rightmost

inequality for some αhi. In particular, models using the log loss, hinge loss, sigmoid loss,

squared loss, and exp loss all satisfy the LQB-R condition for any finite set R.

Theorem 7. Assume the ŵrlm
i s, v̂owa,full, and v̂owa all satisfy the SGT condition. Further

assume that L is locally quadratically bracketed in R = {Ŵv*, πŴowaw
∗}. Let t > 0. Then

with probability at least 1− exp(−t),

‖ŵowa −w∗‖ ≤ O
(√

(αhi/αlo)(dt/mn)
)
. (3.31)

Proof. By local quadratic bracketing, we have that

αlo‖Ŵv* −w∗‖2 ≤ L(Ŵv*)− L(w∗) ≤ L(πŴowaw
∗)− L(w∗) ≤ αhi‖πŴowaw

∗ −w∗‖2.

Simplifying and applying Lemma 2 gives

‖Ŵv* −w∗‖ ≤
√
αhi/αlo‖πŴowaw

∗ −w∗‖ ≤ O(
√

(αhi/αlo)(dt/mn)). (3.32)

Applying the triangle inequality, Equation (3.32), and Lemma 3 gives

‖ŵowa −w∗‖ ≤ ‖ŵowa − ŵowa,full‖+ ‖ŵowa,full − Ŵv*‖+ ‖Ŵv* −w∗‖ (3.33)

≤ O(
√

(αhi/αlo)(dt/mn)). (3.34)
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The last line follows from Lemma 2 on the left, the SGT conditionin the middle, and (3.32)

on the right.

Our choice of R in Theorem 2 gives us a reasonable interpretation of the ratio

αhi/αlo as a generalized condition number. We know from the SGT condition and Lemma

1 that as the number of data points per machine n goes to infinity, then the distances

‖Ŵv* −w∗‖ and ‖πŴowaw
∗‖ go to zero. The lower and upper bounding quadratic functions

then converge to the 2nd order Taylor approximation of L∗ at w∗. The ratio αhi/αlo is then

the condition number of the Hessian of L∗ at w∗.

We claim that the convergence rate in (3.31) is optimal because up to the constant

factor αhi/αlo, it matches the convergence rate of the single machine oracle ŵrlm.

3.4 Experiments

We evaluate OWA on synthetic and real-world logistic regression tasks. In each experiment,

we compare ŵowa with four baseline estimators: the naive estimator using the data from

only a single machine ŵrlm
i ; the averaging estimator ŵave; the bootstrap estimator ŵboot;

and the oracle estimator of all data trained on a single machine ŵrlm. The ŵboot estimator

has a parameter r that needs to be tuned. In all experiments we evaluate ŵboot with r ∈

{0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.1, 0.2}, which is a set recommended in the original paper (Zhang

et al., 2012), and then report only the value of r with highest true likelihood. Thus we

are reporting an overly optimistic estimate of the performance of ŵboot, and as we shall see

ŵowa still tends to perform better.
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Figure 3.2: OWA’s performance on synthetic logistic regresion data. The left figure shows
scalability in the low dimension regime, the middle figure in a medium dimension regime,
and the right figure in a high dimension regime. ŵowa scales well with the number of
machines in all cases. Surprisingly, ŵowa outperforms the oracle estimator trained on all of
the data ŵrlm in some situations.

3.4.1 Synthetic data

We generate the data according to a sparse logistic regression model. Each component of

w∗ is sampled i.i.d. from a spike and slab distribution. With probability 0.9, it is 0; with

probability 0.1, it is sampled from a standard normal distribution. The data points are

then sampled as

xi ∼ N (0, I) and yi ∼ Bernoulli
(

1/
(

1 + exp(−xT
i w∗)

))
. (3.35)

The primary advantage of synthetic data is that we know the model’s true parameter vector.

So for each estimator ŵ that we evaluate, we can directly calculate the error ‖ŵ −w∗‖. We

run two experiments on the synthetic data. In both experiments, we use the L1 regularizer

to induce sparsity in our estimates of w∗. Results are qualitatively similar when using a

Laplace, gaussian, or uniform prior on w∗, and with L2 regularization.

Our first experiment shows how the estimators scale as the number of machines

m increases. We fix n = 1000 data points per machine, so the size of the dataset mn
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grows as we add more machines. This simulates the typical “big data” regime where data is

abundant, but processing resources are scarce. For each value of m, we generate 50 datasets

and report the average of the results. Our ŵowa estimator was trained with nowa = 128.

The results are shown in Figure 3.2. As the analysis predicted, the performance of ŵowa

scales much better than ŵave and ŵboot. Surprisingly, in the low dimensional regimes, ŵowa

outperforms the single machine oracle ŵrlm.

One issue that has been overlooked in the literature on non-interactive distributed

estimation is how to best set λ. There are two natural choices. The first is: for each λ in the

grid, perform the full training procedure including all communications and merges. Then

select the λ with lowest cross validation error. Unfortunately, this requires many rounds of

communication (one for each λ we are testing). This extra communication largely negates

the main advantage of non-interactive learners. The second is: each machine independently

uses cross validation to select the λ that best fits the data locally when calculating ŵrlm
i .

In our experiments we use this second method due to three advantages. First, there is

no additional communication because model selection is a completely local task. Second,

existing optimizers have built-in model selection routines which make the process easy to

implement. We used the default model selection procedure from Python’s SciKit-Learn

(Pedregosa et al., 2011). Third, the data may be best fit using different regularization

strengths for each machine. It is unclear which method previous literature used to select

λ. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, OWA requires an additional round of cross validation

during the master’s merge procedure to set λ2. This cross validation is particularly fast and

requires no communication with other machines.
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Our second experiment shows the importance of proper λ selection. We evaluate

the performance of the estimators with λ varying from 10−4 to 104 on a grid of 80 points.

Figure 3.3 shows the results. The ŵowa estimator is more robust to the choice of λ than

the other distributed estimators.

3.4.2 Real world advertising data

We evaluate the estimators on real world data from the KDD 2012 Cup (Niu et al., 2012).

The goal is to predict whether a user will click on an ad from the Tencent internet search

engine. This dataset was previously used to evaluate the performance of ŵboot (Zhang

et al., 2012). This dataset is too large to fit on a single machine, so we must use distributed

estimators, and we do not provide results of the oracle estimator ŵrlm in our figures.

There are 235,582,879 distinct data points, each of dimension 741,725. The data points are

sparse, so we use the L1 norm to encourage sparsity in our final solution. The regularization

strength was set using cross validation in the same manner as for the synthetic data. For

each test, we split the data into 80 percent training data and 20 percent test data. The

training data is further subdivided into 128 partitions, one for each of the machines used.

It took about 1 day to train the local model on each machine in our cluster.

Our first experiment tests the sensitivity of the nowa parameter on large datasets.

We fix m = 128, and allow nowa to vary from 20 to 220. Recall that the number of data

points used in the second optimization is mnowa, so when nowa = 220 nearly the entire data

set is used. We repeated the experiment 50 times, each time using a different randomly

selected set Zowa for the second optimization. Figure 3.4 shows the results. Our ŵowa

estimator has lower loss than ŵave using only 16 data points per machine (approximately
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Figure 3.3: OWA is robust to the regularization strength used to solve ŵrlm
i . Our theory

states that as m→ d, we have that Ŵowa →W, and so ŵowa → ŵrlm. This is confirmed in
the middle experiment. In the left experiment, m < d, but ŵowa still behaves similarly to
ŵrlm. In the right experiment, ŵowa has similar performance as ŵave and ŵboot but over a
wider range of λ values.

4× 10−8 percent of the full training set) and ŵowa has converged to its final loss value with

only 1024 data points per machine (approximately 2.7 × 10−6 percent of the full training

set). This justifies our claim that only a small number of data points are needed for the

second round of optimization, and so the communication complexity of ŵowa is essentially

the same as ŵave. The computation is also very fast due to the lower dimensionality and

L2 regularization in the second round of optimization. When nowa = 210, computing the

merged model took only minutes (including the cross validation time to select λ2). This

time is negligible compared to the approximately 1 day it took to train the models on the

individual machines.

Our last experiment shows the performance as we scale the number of machines

m. The results are shown in Figure 3.4. Here, ŵowa performs especially well with low m.

For large m, ŵowa continues to slightly outperform ŵboot without the need for an expensive

model selection procedure to determine the r parameter.
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Figure 3.4: OWA’s performance on real world ad-click data. (left) Relatively few data
points are needed in the second round of optimization for ŵowa to converge. (right) Perfor-
mance of the parallel estimators on advertising data as the number of machines m increases.

3.5 Nonlinear OWA

We now generalize the linear OWA procedures from the previous sections to a nonlinear

deep neural network problem. Neural networks are among the most complicated models

used in machine learning, and large neural networks require distributed training with many

GPUs for days or weeks. Cross validation is rarely used even on the smallest networks due

to the computational overhead. A merge method would simplify the distributed training

procedure and let practitioners use cross validation to evaluate their models. Due to the

complexity of neural networks, very little prior work attempts to merge them together. The

only example we know of is McMahan et al. (2017), which uses the naive averaging merge

procedure. This section will improve these results using the OWA merge procedure. We

first introduce new notation needed for neural network problems, then extend OWA to this

setting, and conclude with preliminary experiments on the MNIST data set.

3.5.1 Notation

We assume our network architecture has p layers. For each layer i ∈ {1, ..., p}, there is

an associated dimension di ∈ N, activation function σi : Rdi → Rdi , and weight matrix
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Wi : Rdi×di−1 . The input to the network is a vector x ∈ Rd0 . The output of layer i is then

recursively given by

fi(x) : Rdi =


x i = 0

σi(Wifi−1(x)) i > 0

(3.36)

and fp(x) is the final output of the network. In supervised learning problems, we are given

a dataset Z ⊂ Rd0 × Rp with mn data points, and our goal is to approximately solve

W = arg min
W

∑
(x,y)∈Z

`(y, fp(x)) + r(W ), (3.37)

where ` is the loss function and r is the regularization function. We make no assumptions

on the training algorithm used to minimize (3.37). For example, stochastic gradient descent

may be used with any learning rate schedule, with or without drop out (Srivastava et al.,

2014), and with or without batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). We divide Z

into m disjoint smaller datasets {Z(1), ..., Z(m)} each with n points. Each dataset Z(a) is

transfered to processor a, which solves the local learning problem

W (a) = arg min
W

∑
(x,y)∈Z(a)

`(y, fp(x)) + r(W ). (3.38)

Each machine solves (3.38) without communicating with other machines using any optimizer

appropriate for the network architecture and data. Our goal is to develop a merge procedure

that combines the W (a) local parameter estimates into a single global parameter estimate

with small loss.
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3.5.2 Merging neural networks

A simple baseline merge procedure is the naive averaging estimator

W ave
i =

1

m

m∑
a=1

W
(a)
i . (3.39)

Google’s recent federated learning architecture uses naive averaging to merge models to-

gether that have been independently trained on users’ cellphones (McMahan et al., 2017).

Because neural networks have more complicated geometry than linear models, the averaging

estimator has not been formally analyzed in this setting.

We will define an improved merge procedure based on a weighted average of the

local parameter estimates. This requires some tensor notation. We define for each layer

i in the network the 3rd-order tensor W stacked
i : Rm × Rdi × Rdi−1 , where the (a, b, c)th

component of W stacked
i is defined to be the (b, c)th component of W

(a)
i . In words, W stacked

i is

the 3rd-order tensor constructed by stacking the local parameter estimates W
(a)
i along a new

dimension. We also define the function contract : (Rm,Rm × Rdi × Rdi−1) → Rdi × Rdi−1

to be the tensor contraction along the first dimension. That is, if V : Rm, then the (b, c)th

component of contract(V,W stacked
i ) is equal to

∑m
a=1 V (a)W

(a)
i (b, c). In particular, if each

component of V equals 1/m, then contract(V,W stacked
i ) = 1

m

∑m
a=1W

(a)
i = W ave

i .

The nonlinear OWA procedure then works as follows. First define the modified
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neural network

fmod
i (x) : Rdi =


x i = 0

σi(W
mod
i fmod

i−1 (x)) i > 0

where Wmod
i = contract(Vi,W

stacked
i ).

(3.40)

Then select a small subset of the data Zowa (i.e. |Zowa| << |Z|) and train the network fmod

over only the parameters Vi. That is, we solve the optimization problem

V owa = arg min
V

∑
(x,y)∈Zowa

`(y, fmod
p (x)) + r(W ). (3.41)

The parameter matrices W owa
i = contract(V owa

i ,W stacked
i ) can then be used in the original

neural network. Intuitively, we need only a small number of data points in the optimization

of (3.41) because the number of parameters is significantly smaller than in the original

optimization (3.37). That is, the dimension of V owa is much less than the dimension of W .

When the network contains no hidden layers,

To solve (3.41), we can use the same optimization procedure that we used to

solve the local optimization problem (3.38). Our implementation in TensorFlow (Abadi

et al., 2016). Given any neural network model as input, it can define an appropriate merge

procedure automatically.

3.5.3 Experiments

McMahan et al. (2017) evaluated the naive averaging merge procedure on MNIST, and we

perform a similar experiment here. For our neural network, we use a default convolutional
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of naive averaging an OWA when merging convolutional neural
networks on MNIST data. As expected, naive averaging has the lowest performance, and
OWA’s accuracy improves when we use more data in the second round of optimization.

neural network (CNN) provided by TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016). The network is specif-

ically designed for MNIST and closely related to AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). It

has 8 layers and is trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and dropout

(Srivastava et al., 2014). We performed no hyperparameter tuning and simply used the

default hyperparameters provided by TensorFlow. MNIST has a standard training set of

55000 data points, and we further divide the training set into 128 subsets containing either

429 or 430 data points. The 10 class labels are evenly distributed throughout the original

training set, but we made no effort to ensure they were evenly distributed throughout the

subsets. That means on average, each machine has access to only 43 examples from each

class, but most machines will have significantly fewer examples for some classes. Under such

an extreme paucity of data, it is unlikely for a single machine to be achive high classification

accuracy.
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Figure 3.5 shows the classification accuracy as the number of machines used varies

from 2 to 128. Each experiment is repeated 5 times, and the average is shown. Since the

number of data points per machine is fixed, adding more machines adds more data, so

we should expect the classification accuracy to increase for a good merge procedure. We

see that the OWA algorithm outperforms naive averaging. The OWA algorithm does not

perform as well as the oracle network trained on all the data (which has > 0.99 accuracy).

This is because of the difficulty of the local learning problems when MNIST is split into

such small data sets. McMahan et al. (2017) performs several rounds of naive averaging to

improve the accuracy of their federated learners. A similar iterated procedure can be done

with OWA, but fewer iterations should be needed due to OWA’s improved accuracy.

3.6 Conclusion

OWA is a new mergeable learning algorithm. In the linear case, OWA has strong theoretical

guarantees and good practical performance. Preliminary experiments suggest that this

practical performance may carry over to complex neural network models, but more extensive

large scale experiments need to be done to validate this claim.
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Chapter 4

The cover tree

The cover tree is a data structure for fast nearest neighbor queries in arbitrary metric

spaces. Cover trees were first introduced by Beygelzimer et al. (2006), and they have seen

widespread use in the machine learning community since then (Section 4.3). This chapter

improves the cover tree’s runtime both in theory and practice. Our first contribution is to

improve the cover tree’s runtime bounds. As an example, the original cover tree was able

to find nearest neighbors in time O(c12
exp log n), and we improve this bound to O(c4

hole log n)

for i.i.d. data. Here cexp and chole are measures of the “intrinsic dimensionality” of the data.

We will show that on typical datasets cexp ≈ chole, and we will argue that in pathological

data sets chole more accurately represents our intuitive notion of dimensionality. We further

provide practical improvements to the cover tree’s implementation. Experiments show

that with these improvements, the cover tree is the fastest technique available for nearest

neighbor queries on many tasks.

Most work on nearest neighbor queries focuses on Euclidean space, but a major
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strength of the cover tree is that it works in the more general setting of metric spaces.

Section 4.1 formally introduces metric spaces and their importance in machine learning.

Section 4.2 then provides a mathematically detailed discussion of four measures of the “size”

of a metric space. These quantities are important to bound the runtime of operations on

the cover tree. We review standard results that demonstrate that the expansion constant

cexp is not robust to small changes in the dataset. We then review basic properties of the

more robust doubling constant. Unfortunately, we show that the doubling constant is not

suitable for measuring the difficulty of exact nearest neighbor queries because there exists

a data set of size n with doubling dimension 2 that requires O(n) distance computations to

find a nearest neighbor. We introduce the hole constant chole as a dimension that partially

captures the robustness of the doubling dimension but is suitable for bounding the runtime

of exact nearest neighbor queries. We also provide new results on the aspect ratio of a data

set (ratio of largest to smallest distance) that will be needed to bound the runtime of the

cover tree. Section 4.3 then reviews the history of techniques for faster nearest neighbor

queries. The main theme we emphasize is that the expansion constant is widely used to

bound the runtime of exact nearest neighbor queries, and the doubling constant is widely

used to bound the runtime of approximate nearest neighbor queries.

Section 4.4 formally describes the original cover tree data structure. We use the

mathematical techniques developed in previous sections to provide novel runtime bounds

for querying and inserting data points. We also provide a novel algorithm for approximate

nearest neighbor queries that improves on the algorithm of Beygelzimer et al. (2006). Section

4.5 then presents the simplified cover tree. The simplified cover tree is more awkward to
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analyze theoretically but has a number of practical advantages. In particular: (i) the

invariants are simpler; (ii) there are fewer nodes in the tree resulting in smaller constant

factors; (iii) we introduce a new invariant that helps maintain tree balance; (iv) we show how

to make the tree cache efficient; and (v) we show how to merge two trees together, resulting

in a parallel tree construction algorithm and fast cross validation algorithm (based on the

results in Chapter 2). Finally, Section 4.6 concludes with a series of five experiments. We

use benchmark datasets with the Euclidean distance to show that our simplified cover tree

implementation is faster than both existing cover tree implementations and other techniques

specialized for Euclidean distance nearest neighbor queries. We also compare the simplified

and original cover trees on non-Euclidean protein interaction and computer vision problems.

4.1 Definitions

This section first defines metric spaces and the nearest neighbor problem. A set X equipped

with a distance function d : X × X → R is a metric space if it obeys the following three

properties:

1. Indiscernability. For all x1, x2 ∈ X , d(x1, x2) = 0 if and only if x1 = x2.

2. Symmetry. For all x1, x2 ∈ X , d(x1, x2) = d(x2, x2).

3. Triangle inequality. For all x1, x2, x3 ∈ X , d(x1, x2) + d(x2, x3) ≥ d(x1, x3).

We will use the script X notation for metric spaces that may be either infinite or finite, and

the plain X for metric spaces that must be finite. In particular, X will typically denote

a data set sampled from some larger space X , as in the following definition of the nearest
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neighbor problem.

Let X be a metric space, X ⊂ X , and x be in X but not X. We call a point y∗ ∈ X

a nearest neighbor of x if it is contained in arg miny∈X d(x, y). In most cases y∗ will be

unique (so we will often refer to the nearest neighbor of x). For all ε ≥ 0, we call a point ŷ a

(1+ε)-approximate nearest neighbor (ann) of x if ŷ satisfies d(x, ŷ) ≤ (1+ε) ·d(x, y∗).

In particular, if ŷ is a 1-ann, then ŷ is a nearest neighbor.

4.2 Measuring the size of a metric space

The runtime of nearest neighbor queries depends on the dimension of the data, and there are

many ways to define the dimension of arbitrary metric spaces. The expansion and doubling

dimensions are the two most popular. The expansion dimension can be used to bound the

runtime of either exact or approximate nearest neighbor queries, but it is not robust to

small changes in the data. This lack of robustness can make runtime bounds based on the

expansion dimension trivial (i.e. linear). On the other hand, the doubling dimension can

only be used to bound the runtime of approximate nearest neighbor queries, but it is more

robust than the expansion dimension. Therefore bounds using the doubling dimension are

stronger than those using the expansion dimension. The original runtime bounds for the

cover tree were in terms of the expansion dimension, but Section 4.4 will improve these

bounds to use the doubling dimension in the case of approximate nearest neighbor searches.

This section begins with a detailed discussion of these two dimensions, including important

lemmas used in the proofs in Section 4.4. Then we introduce a novel third dimension called

the hole dimension. We show in this section that the hole dimension is more robust than the
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expansion dimension, and in Section 4.4 the hole dimension is used to bound the runtime

of exact nearest neighbor queries. This section concludes with a discussion of the aspect

ratio of a metric space. The log of the aspect ratio will bound the height of the cover tree

(Lemma 26 in Section 4.4). In this section, we provide a novel bound showing that under

mild regularity conditions the aspect ratio of i.i.d. data is O(n3), and thus the height of the

cover tree is O(log n). No existing results show that the cover tree is well-balanced in this

way.

4.2.1 Expansion dimension

The expansion dimension is the only notion of dimensionality that has been used for bound-

ing the runtime of exact nearest neighbor queries. It was introduced by Karger and Ruhl

(2002), and was subsequently used in Krauthgamer and Lee (2004), Beygelzimer et al.

(2006), Ram et al. (2009), and Curtin et al. (2015). In this section, we define the expansion

constant and show that it is not a robust measure of a metric’s dimension.

Throughout this section we will work with the metric space (X , d) where the set X

may be either finite or infinite. We let B(x, δ) denote the ball centered around x of radius

δ. That is,

B(x, δ) = {x′ : x′ ∈ X , d(x, x′) ≤ δ}. (4.1)

The expansion dimension of a metric is only valid for metrics that also have a notion of

volume, which is given by the function µ : {X} → R+.1 In finite metric spaces, µX is

defined to be the number of points in X. In the Euclidean space X = Rd, µ is defined to

1 Formally, µ is a measure and {X} is a σ-algebra on X . Since we are primarily interested in the properties
of finite sets, we will not need to formally use measure theory.
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be the standard Euclidean volume, and in particular µB(x, δ) = Θ(δd).

The expansion dimension of a metric space X is defined as

dimexp = log2 cexp, (4.2)

where cexp is called the expansion constant and defined as

cexp = max
x∈X ,δ∈R+

µB(x, 2δ)

µB(x, δ)
. (4.3)

In words, the expansion dimension measures how the volume of a ball changes as you

increase the radius. The intuition behind why this is a good notion of a metric’s dimension

is that it agrees with the standard dimension in Euclidean space. This is shown formally in

the following standard lemma.

Lemma 8. Let X = Rd with the standard L2 distance function. Then dimexpX = Θ(d).

Proof (sketch). The volume of a Euclidean ball with radius δ is Θ(δd). The expansion

constant is the maximum of the ratio µB(x, 2δ)/µB(x, δ). In Euclidean space this ratio is

independent of x and δ. Letting δ = 1 gives the ratio is µB(x, 2)/µB(x, 1) = Θ(2d). Taking

the log gives that dimexpX = Θ(d).

Unfortunately, the expansion dimension is known to have many defects which make runtime

bounds less useful. The algorithmic consequence of these defects is that runtime bounds

based on the expansion dimension are often trivial.

Example 9. A subset of a metric space may have arbitrarily large expansion dimension
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compared to the host space. Let xi = 2−i for all i ∈ N, and Xn = {x0, x1, ..., xn}. Xn is a

subset of R, which has expansion number O(1), but Xn has expansion number O(n).

Example 10. Adding a single point to a space may change the expansion dimension by an

arbitrary amount. Let X be a finite metric space with n elements and expansion constant

cexp << n, and let diam(X) be the maximum distance between any two points in X.

Construct a new space Y = X ∪ {y} where y is a point not in X. Define the distance

between y and any point in X to be diam(X). This distance satisfies the triangle inequality,

and so Y is a metric space. The expansion dimension of Y is n.

The doubling dimension discussed next does not suffer from either of the defects

in Examples 9 or 10. Unfortunately, it cannot be used to measure the difficulty of exact

nearest neighbor queries. The hole dimension (introduced in two sections) sits “in between”

the doubling dimension and the expansion dimension. It does not suffer from the defect of

Example 9, but it does suffer from the defect of Example 10. Unlike the doubling dimension,

however, the hole dimension is suitable for measuring the difficulty of exact nearest neighbor

queries.

4.2.2 Doubling dimension

The doubling dimension is more robust than the expansion dimension, but cannot be used

to provide non-trivial runtime bounds for exact nearest neighbor queries (see Theorem 15

below). It has, however, seen widespread application in bounding the runtime of approx-

imate nearest neighbor queries. Krauthgamer and Lee (2005) showed that the doubling

constant is the correct way to measure the difficulty of (1 + ε)-ann queries in the following
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sense: a (1 + ε)-ann query can be answered in polylogarithmic time using polynomial space

if and only if cdoub = O(log n). No similar result pairing exact nearest neighbor queries to

a metric dimension is known.

The doubling dimension is widely used in computer science and mathematics.

Before formally defining it, we briefly review these many uses. The term doubling dimension

was first used by Gupta et al. (2003) in their study of low dimensional embeddings for nearest

neighbor queries, but the main idea was introduced by Assouad (1979) to study fractals.2

In the context of machine learning, the doubling dimension has found use both statistically

and algorithmically. Statistically, the doubling dimension is a standard tool for proving

regret bounds. For example, Luxburg and Bousquet (2004) uses the doubling dimension

to provide the first large margin bounds for classifiers in metric spaces, and Chapter 27 of

Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David (2014) shows how to bound the Rademacher complexity of

a classifier using the doubling dimension. A particularly apropos work in this vein is that of

Kontorovich and Weiss (2015), which uses the doubling dimension to derive the first Bayes-

consistent 1-nearest neighbor algorithm. Algorithmically, the doubling dimension is used to

develop approximation algorithms. Chapter 32 of Goodman et al. (2017) provides a survey

of how the doubling dimension is used to approximate a variety of NP-hard problems. In the

context of machine learning, Gottlieb et al. (2014b) shows the first approximation algorithm

for sample compression, and Gottlieb et al. (2014a) and Gottlieb et al. (2017) both create

efficiently realizable approximation algorithms for classification in metric spaces.

The doubling dimension is closely related to the ideas of covering and packing

2 There are many terms in the literature with essentially the same meaning as the doubling dimension.
For example, the terms Assoud dimension and Minkowski dimensions are both used in fractal geometry; and
the terms covering number, packing number, ε-nets, and metric entropy are all used in computer science.
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numbers, so we introduce these ideas first. A δ-covering of a metric space X is a set

{x1, x2, ..., xn} ⊆ X such that for all x ∈ X , there exists an xi such that d(x, xi) < δ. The

δ-covering number Nδ(X ) is the cardinality of the smallest δ-covering. A δ-packing of

a metric space X is a set {x1, x2, ..., xM} ⊆ X such that d(xi, xj) > δ for all i 6= j. The δ-

packing number Mδ(X ) is the cardinality of the largest δ-packing. The covering number

and packing number of a set are closely related. We will make heavy use of the following

standard lemma in the analysis of the cover tree.

Lemma 11. For any metric space X and any δ > 0,

M2δ(X ) ≤ Nδ(X ) ≤Mδ(X ). (4.4)

Proof. To prove the first inequality, let P be a 2δ-packing and C be a δ-cover of X . For

every point p ∈ P , there must exist a c ∈ C such that d(p, c) ≤ δ. No other p′ ∈ P can also

satisfy d(p′, c) ≤ δ, because then by the triangle inequality

d(p′, p) ≤ d(p′, c) + d(p, c) ≤ 2δ, (4.5)

which would contradict that P is a 2δ-packing. In other words, for each c ∈ C, there is at

most one p ∈ P . So Nδ ≥ |C| ≥ |P | ≥M2δ.

To prove the second inequality, let X ′ ⊆ X be a maximal δ-packing. Then there

does not exist an x ∈ X such that for all x′ ∈ X ′, d(x, x′) > δ. (Otherwise, X ′ ∪ {x} would

be a packing larger than X ′.) Hence, X ′ is also a δ-cover, and the smallest δ-cover can be

no larger.
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The doubling dimension of a metric space X is defined to be

dimdoub = log2 cdoub, (4.6)

where cdoub is called the doubling constant and is defined to be

cdoub = max
x∈X ,r∈R+

Nr(BX (x, 2r)). (4.7)

Whereas the expansion dimension measures how the volume of a ball changes as the radius

changes, the doubling dimension measures how the packing number of a ball changes. The

following lemma shows that the doubling dimension (like the expansion dimension) agrees

with the dimension in Euclidean space.

Lemma 12. Let X = Rd with the standard L2 distance function. Then dimdoubX = Θ(d).

Proof (sketch). Follows by direct calculation as in Lemma 8.

The major advantage of the doubling dimension over the expansion dimension is its ro-

bustness. The following standard lemma shows that when a data set changes by a small

amount, the doubling dimension also changes by a small amount.

Lemma 13. Let X be a metric space, X ⊂ X , and x ∈ X . Then,

cdoub(X ∪ {x}) ≤ cdoubX + 1. (4.8)

Proof. Let y ∈ X and δ > 0. Let C be a minimal δ-covering of BX(y, δ). Then the set
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C ∪ {x} must be a δ-covering for BX∪{x}(y, δ). So we have that

Nδ(BX(y, δ)) ≤ Nδ(BX∪{x}(y, δ)) + 1. (4.9)

Taking the maximum of both sides with respect to y and δ gives (4.8).

Gupta et al. (2003) and Krauthgamer and Lee (2004) provide the following lemma relating

the size of the expansion and doubling dimensions.

Lemma 14. Every finite metric (X , d) satisfies cdoub ≤ c4
exp.

Proof. Fix some ball B(x, δ). We will show that B(x, δ) can be covered by c4
exp balls of

radius δ. Let Y be a δ-cover of B(x, 2δ). Then,

B(x, 2δ) ⊆
⋃
y∈Y

B(y, δ) ⊆ B(x, 4δ) (4.10)

Also, for every y ∈ Y ,

|B(x, 4δ)| ≤ |B(y, 8δ)| ≤ c4
exp|B(y, δ/2)|. (4.11)

We also have that |B(y, δ/2)| = 1.

This lemma can be used to convert runtime bounds using the doubling dimension into

bounds using the expansion dimension. We will not need to directly appeal to this lemma

in our proofs. The following theorem shows that the doubling dimension is not suitable for

bounding the runtime of exact nearest neighbor queries.
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Theorem 15. There exists an n-point metric with doubling constant cdoub = O(1) such

that answering exact nearest neighbor queries takes time O(n).

Proof (sketch). Take n points arranged in a circle in R2, and let the query point x be the

center of the circle. Select one point y and reduce the distance from x to y by some small

value ε, leaving all other values constant. The resulting distance is non-Euclidean, but still

satisfies the requirements of a metric space. There is no way to tell which point y was

modified in this way without checking all the points, thus the worst case nearest neighbor

runtime is O(n).

4.2.3 Hole dimension

The hole dimension is a novel measure of a set’s dimensionality. The idea is to create

a dimension that is suitable for measuring the difficulty of exact nearest neighbor queries

while being more robust than the expansion dimension. To do this, we modify the definition

of the doubling dimension so that we ignore “holes” around each point in the space. In

particular, the hole number is defined as

chole = max
x∈X ,ε≥0,δ>0

Nδ

(
B(x, ε+ 2δ) \B(x, ε+ δ)

)
(4.12)

s.t. B(x, ε+ δ) \B(x, δ) = {}. (4.13)

The hole dimension is then

dimhole = log2 chole. (4.14)
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The value of the hole dimension is related to the doubling dimension by the following lemma.

Lemma 16. For any finite metric space, cdoub ≤ chole + 1.

Proof. The inequality is tight when ε = 0 in (4.12). More generally, when the value of ε in

(4.12) is small, then the hole dimension is close to the doubling dimension. When the value

of ε is large, then the hole dimension is larger than the doubling dimension.

We justify calling the hole dimension a “dimension” by the following lemma.

Lemma 17. Let X = Rd with the standard L2 distance function. Then dimholeX = Θ(d).

Proof. For all points x ∈ X , the value of ε in (4.12) is 0. Therefore the hole dimension is

equivalent to the doubling dimension. The result follows by Lemma 12, which bounds the

doubling dimension of Euclidean space.

The following example shows that the hole dimension is more robust than the expansion

dimension.

Example 18. The hole dimension of a metric space may be arbitrarily smaller than the

expansion dimension of the space. We show this using the same metric space as from

Example 9. Let xi = 2−i for all i ∈ N, and Xn = {x0, x1, ..., xn}. Then Xn has expansion

number O(n) and hole dimension O(1).

In Section 4.4, we provide novel runtime bounds for the cover tree based on the hole dimen-

sion. We show that the runtime in terms of the hole dimension is significantly smaller than

the runtime in terms of the expansion dimension (O(c4
hole) vs O(c12

exp). Combined with the

fact that chole can be much smaller than cexp, this implies a bound that is potentially much

stronger for certain datasets.
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4.2.4 Aspect ratio

Unlike the expansion, doubling, and hole constants, the aspect ratio should not be thought

of as a measure of dimension. This is because the aspect ratio is only applicable to finite

sets. Instead, it should be thought of as a measure of how evenly spread the points in a

metric space are. We will use the aspect ratio to bound the depth of the cover tree.

The diameter of X is the maximum distance between any two points. In notation,

diam(X ) = max
x1,x2∈X

d(x1, x2). (4.15)

The codiameter of X is the minimum distance between any two points. In notation,

codiam(X ) = min
x1 6=x2∈X

d(x1, x2). (4.16)

The aspect ratio of X , denoted by ∆X , is the ratio of the diameter to the codiameter. Sets

with small aspect ratio are called fat, and sets with large aspect ratio are called skinny.

There is little necessary relationship between the aspect ratio and the inherent

dimension of a space. We emphasize this point with three examples.

Example 19. Let Y = {y1, ..., yn} be the discrete metric space of size n; that is,

d(yi, yj) =


0 i = j

1 otherwise

. (4.17)

Then the aspect ratio of Y is 1 (i.e. as small as possible), and both the expansion and
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doubling constants of Y are n− 1 (i.e. arbitrarily large).

Example 20. Now construct the set Y ′ = {y′1, y′2, y′3}. Let r > 2, and define the distance

function to be

d(y′i, y
′
j) =



0 i = j

1 i = 1, j = 2

r i = 1, j = 3

r i = 2, j = 3

. (4.18)

Then the aspect ratio is r (i.e. arbitrarily large), but the expansion constant is always 2

and the doubling constant always 1.

Example 21. Let Y = {1
2 ,

1
4 , ...,

1
2n }, and d(y1, y2) = |y1 − y2|. Then the aspect ratio is

2n−1 (i.e. arbitrarily large), the expansion constant is n− 1 (i.e. arbitrarily large), and the

doubling constant is 1.

The following lemma provides the only known relationship.

Lemma 22 (Krauthgamer and Lee (2004)). For any metric space X , we have that |X | ≤

∆
O(dimdoubX )
X .

The aspect ratio and the expansion number share the unattractive property that

adding a single point to a dataset can increase these quantities arbitrarily. Under mild

assumptions, however, we can show that this is unlikely to happen. Specifically, let X be a

metric space, and let X = {x1, ..., xn} ⊂ X be a sample of n i.i.d. points from a distribution

D over X . Our goal is to show that the aspect ratio grows polynomially in n. We will later
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show that the log of the aspect ratio bounds the depth of the cover tree (see Lemma 26),

and so the depth of the cover tree will be logarithmic in n.

We begin by bounding the diameter of X. We say the distribution D has finite

expected distance if there exists an x̄ ∈ X such that µ = E d(x̄, xi) is finite. Note that

this is a mild condition satisfied by most standard distributions on Euclidean space. For

example, the uniform, Gaussian, exponential, Weibull, and Pareto distributions all have

finite expected distance. Notice that the Weibull and Pareto distributions have heavy tails

but still satisfy the condition. One standard distribution which does not satisfy this property

is the Cauchy distribution (the distribution of the reciprocal of a standard Gaussian random

variable). The following lemma shows that finite expected distance is a sufficient condition

for the diameter to grow polynomial in n.

Lemma 23. Let X and X be defined as above, and assume that D has finite expected

distance. Then, Ediam(X) ≤ 2nµ.

Proof. By the triangle inequality, we have that

diam(X) = max
i,j

d(xi, xj) ≤ max
i,j

(d(x̄, xi) + d(x̄, xj)) = 2 max
i
d(x̄, xi).

We now remove the max using the union bound. This gives

Pr [diam(X) > t] ≤ Pr

[
max
i

2d(x̄, xi) > t

]
≤

n∑
i=1

Pr [2d(x̄, xi) > t] = nPr [2d(x̄, x1) > t] .

The rightmost equality follows because the xis are i.i.d. Finally, since the distances are
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always nonnegative, we have that

Ediam(X) =

∫ ∞
0

Pr [diam(X) > t] dt ≤
∫ ∞

0
nPr [2d(x̄, x1) > t] dt = 2nE d(x̄, x1).

Next we show that the codiameter cannot shrink too fast. We say that the distri-

bution D has B-bounded density if for all x ∈ X , the density of d(x, xi) is bounded by

B. An immediate consequence is that

max
x∈X

Pr [d(x, xi) ≤ t] ≤ Bt. (4.19)

All the standard distributions in Euclidean space satisfy this condition. The following

lemma shows that having a B-bounded density is sufficient to lower bound the codiameter.

Lemma 24. Let X and X be defined as above, and assume that D has B-bounded density.

Then, E codiam(X) ≥ (2n2B)−1.

Proof. We have that

Pr [codiam(X) ≤ t] = Pr [min{d(xi, xj) : i ∈ {1, ..., n}, j ∈ {i+ 1, ..., n}} ≤ t] (4.20)

≤
n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

Pr [d(xi, xj) ≤ t] (4.21)

≤ n2 max
x∈X

Pr [d(x1, x) ≤ t] (4.22)

≤ n2Bt (4.23)
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Equation (4.21) follows from the union bound, (4.22) from the fact that the xis are i.i.d.,

and (4.23) from the definition of B-bounded. We further have that since probabilities are

always no greater than 1,

Pr [codiam(X) ≤ t] ≤ min{1, n2Bt}. (4.24)

Finally, since codiam(X) is nonnegative, we have that

E codiam(X) =

∫ ∞
0

(1− Pr [codiam(X) ≤ t]) dt (4.25)

≥
∫ ∞

0
(1−min{1, n2Bt}) dt (4.26)

=

∫ (n2B)−1

0
(1− n2Bt) dt (4.27)

=
1

2n2B
. (4.28)

An immediate consequence of Lemmas 23 and 24 is the following bound on the aspect ratio.

Lemma 25. Let X and X be defined as above. Assume that D has finite expected distance

and B-bounded density. Then, E∆ ≤ 4Bµn3.

4.3 Review of methods for faster nearest neighbors

This section explores three strategies for faster nearest neighbor queries: sample compres-

sion, embedding, and spatial¿ data structures. Sample compression works well when there

are many data points (called tall data sets). Embedding works well when the data is high
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dimensional (called wide data sets). Both techniques are simple and easy to implement, but

are only suitable for approximate nearest neighbor queries. Spacial data structures work

well for both tall and wide data, and they support both exact and approximate queries.

Their downside is that they are typically more complicated to implement.

A recurring theme throughout this section is that the doubling dimension is widely

used in approximation bounds and the expansion dimension widely used in exact bounds.

Krauthgamer and Lee (2005) showed that the doubling constant exactly characterizes the

difficulty of approximate nearest neighbor queries. In particular, they show that a (1+ε)-ann

can be found in polylogarithmic time using polynomial space if and only if cdoub = O(log n).

Despite the expansion constant’s use in exact nearest neighbor queries, no similar result

is known. This lack motivates our introduction of the hole constant to characterize the

difficulty of nearest neighbor queries.

4.3.1 Sample compression

The method of compression was introduced by Hart (1968), and is arguably the simplest

method for speeding up nearest neighbor classification. Given a data set X, compression

selects a subset X ′ of X satisfying two properties: First, |X ′| should be much smaller than

|X|. This ensures that nearest neighbor queries in X ′ take much less time than queries in X.

Second, given any query point y, the nearest neighbor of y in X and X ′ should have the same

class label. Finding an optimal subset X ′ for exact queries is known to be NP-hard (Zukhba,

2010), so a number of heuristics have been developed for approximate queries. Hart (1968)

gave a heuristic that runs in time O(n3), and Angiulli (2005) provided an improved heuristic

that runs in time O(n2). Unfortunately, neither of these heuristics provides any guarantee
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that the nearest neighbors in X ′ are likely to have the same class label as the nearest

neighbor in X. Gottlieb et al. (2014b) introduced the first sample compression scheme

providing an approximation guarantee. They also showed that no compression scheme can

perform significantly better than theirs unless P=NP. Their algorithm works in arbitrary

metric spaces and has an impressive O(poly(cdoub)n) runtime. Sample compression can be

easily combined with other techniques to further speed up nearest neighbor queries on the

set X ′.

4.3.2 Embeddings and locality sensitive hashing

High dimensional data can be slow in two ways. First, calculating distances in high dimen-

sions takes longer than calculating distances in low dimensions. But more importantly, the

curse of dimensionality causes high dimensional data to be “less structured” than low

dimensional data. In particular, the variation in the distance between data points decreases

as the dimensionality increases. This causes spatial¿ data structures to become less effi-

cient. Embeddings provide a technique to reduce these two effects of high dimensional data.

Specifically, given a data set X, an embedding is a function f : X → X ′ where the target

X ′ is a lower dimensional space. If the embedding f has low distortion (i.e., distances in

the low dimensional space are close to distances in the high dimensional space), then exact

nearest neighbor queries in the low dimensional space serve as approximate queries in the

high dimensional space.

The target space is typically a low dimensional Lp space. After applying the

embedding, standard techniques for low dimensional Lp spaces like kd-trees can be used to

quickly find the nearest neighbor. The most celebrated embedding is given by the Johnson-
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Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma in L2 space. The JL lemma states that if f is a random projection

from Rd → RO(1), then f embeds any set of n data points with O(log n) distortion with high

probability (Johnson and Lindenstrauss, 1984). Further research has either simplified the

proof of the JL lemma (Dasgupta and Gupta, 2003; Baraniuk et al., 2008) or reduced the

computation needed to generate and apply the embedding (Achlioptas, 2001). Indyk and

Motwani (1998) and Gionis et al. (1999) introduced the term locality sensitive hashing (LSH)

for random projections where the target space is a low dimensional L1 space (sometimes

called the Hamming cube). Wang et al. (2014) and Wang et al. (2016a) provide good surveys

on LSH techniques with particular emphasis on embeddings that depend on the data (in

contrast to the the JL embedding which does not).

Low dimensional Lp spaces are also popular targets when the host space is a

generic metric space. Bourgain (1985) showed that any n-point doubling metric can be

embedded into Euclidean space with O(poly(cdoub) log n) distortion. Gupta et al. (2003)

improve on Bourgain’s result by showing an embedding with O(log cdoub log n) distortion,

and Krauthgamer et al. (2004) further improve this result by showing an embedding with

O(
√

log cdoub log n) distortion. The best known embeddings into Euclidean space are due

to Chan et al. (2010). They show that every n point metric can be embedded into

O(log cdoub log logn) dimensional Euclidean space with O(log n/
√

log logn) distortion. It

is unfortunately not possible to embed metric spaces into L1 or L2 spaces with arbitrarily

small distortion; however, Neiman (2016) shows how to embed finite metrics into L∞ with

arbitrary small distortion.

Embedding techniques are widely used in practice because they are easy to imple-
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ment and work well in real world data. Somewhat surprisingly, however, they are provably

non-optimal. ODonnell et al. (2014) provide lower bounds on the quality of LSH embeddings

of Euclidean data, and Andoni et al. (2014) proposed a data structure with performance

better than these lower bounds.

4.3.3 Spacial data structures

The simplest and oldest of spatial¿ data structure is the ball tree (Omohundro, 1989). The

ball tree is a type of binary search tree that divides data points into subtrees using a number

of possible heuristic rules. Although attractive for its simplicity, ball trees provide only the

trivial runtime guarantee that queries will take time O(n). In practice, a good choice of

heuristic can greatly speed up some queries, and a number of heuristics have been developed.

See Zezula et al. (2006) and Mao et al. (2016) for surveys. Despite the lack of guarantees,

ball trees continue to be used in practice. For example, they are the only method for

fast nearest neighbor queries in metric spaces provided in Python’s popular scikit-learn

library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Unfortunately there are no detailed experimental results

justifying the use of these heuristic data structures over methods with more theoretical

justification.

Clarkson (1997) introduced the first data structure to provide theoretical guaran-

tees. Clarkson’s data structure, called the M(S,Q) solved the all-nearest neighbor prob-

lem in expected time O(poly(cdoub)n(log n)2(log ∆)2) using space O(n log ∆). The M(S,Q)

structure works only in probability and requires that query data points have a similar dis-

tribution to the data used in construction. Clarkson also introduced a novel notion of

dimensionality called the γ-dominator bound. This bound is closely related to the dou-
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bling constant, but somewhat harder to use in practice. No subsequent work uses this

bound on dimension. The next advance came when Karger and Ruhl (2002) introduced

the metric skip list and the expansion dimension. This data structure requires O(n log n)

space, finds nearest neighbors in time O(poly(cexp) log n), and inserts new data in time

O(poly(cexp) log n log logn). The expansion dimension is not as good a notion of dimen-

sionality as the doubling dimension.

The navigating net was the first data structure to use the doubling dimension. It

requires quadratic space, polynomial dependency on the doubling constant, and logarithmic

dependence on the aspect ratio (Krauthgamer and Lee, 2004). The navigating net inspired

a flurry of subsequent results. Hildrum et al. (2004) modified the navigating net into a

randomized data structure requiring only linear space. Krauthgamer and Lee (2005) further

improve on the navigating net by replacing the logarithmic dependence on the aspect ratio

with a logarithmic dependence on the number of data points. Har-Peled and Mendel (2006)

provides a data structure for approximate nearest neighbors. Cole and Gottlieb (2006)

provides a data structure for approximate nearest neighbor search with dynamic point sets

that does not depend on the aspect ratio.

Beygelzimer et al. (2006) introduce the cover tree, which also uses only linear

space but is fully deterministic. The downside of the cover tree is that the analysis is in terms

of the less robust expansion constants. Ram et al. (2009) and Curtin et al. (2015) improve

the runtime bounds of cover trees and extend the use of cover trees to non-nearest neighbor

problems. Curtin et al. (2013c) provide a generic framework for solving distance problems.

Of all the spatial¿ data structures, the cover tree has seen the most widespread adoption.
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For example, cover trees have been used to speed up support vector machines (Segata

and Blanzieri, 2010), dimensionality reduction (Lisitsyn et al., 2013), gaussian processes

(Moore and Russell, 2014), and reinforcement learning (Tziortziotis et al., 2014). This

widespread adoption is likely due to the fast, easy to use reference implementation provided

by Beygelzimer et al. (2006).

4.4 The original cover tree

The cover tree data structure was first described by Beygelzimer et al. (2006). The original

presentation was in terms of an infinitely large tree, only a finite subset of which actually

gets implemented. In this section we provide an alternative (but equivalent) definition that

is more concrete. This presentation more closely matches the implementation in code and

serves to highlight the differences between the original cover tree and the simplified cover

tree presented in the next section. In addition to presenting the original cover tree, we

present a novel algorithm for (1 + ε)-ann queries on the original cover tree that improves

the runtime of the algorithm developed by Beygelzimer et al. (2006).

A cover tree is a tree data structure where each node in the tree contains a single

point in the underlying metric space. When needed for disambiguation, dp(p) will refer

to the data point stored at node p; however, when clear from context we will omit the dp

function. Thus the distance between the two points stored in nodes p1 and p2 in a cover

tree can be specified by either d(dp(p1),dp(p2)) or more succinctly as d(p1, p2). A valid

cover tree must satisfy the following three invariants.

1. Nesting invariant. Every node p has an associated integer level(p). For all nodes
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q ∈ children(p), level(q) = level(p) − 1. If children(p) is non-empty, then children(p)

contains a node with the same data point as p.

2. Covering invariant. Every node p has an associated real number covdist(p) =

2level(p). For all nodes q ∈ children(p), d(p, q) ≤ covdist(p).3

3. Separating invariant. For all nodes q1, q2 ∈ descendants(p) satisfying level(q1) =

level(q2) = i, d(q1, q2) ≥ 2i.

It will be useful to define the function

maxdist(p) = arg max
q∈descendants(p)

d(p, q). (4.29)

In words, maxdist(p) is the greatest distance from p to any of its descendants. This value is

upper bounded by 2level(p)+1, and its exact value can be cached within the data structure.

4.4.1 Properties of the cover tree

Before we present algorithms for manipulating the cover tree, we present two lemmas that

bound the shape of the tree. These lemmas are a direct consequence of the cover tree’s

invariants and motivate the invariants’ selection. Beygelzimer et al. (2006) present similar

lemmas bounding the shape of the cover tree in terms of the expansion number. The bounds

in this section, however, are in terms of the aspect ratio and doubling number.

Lemma 26. Let p be any non-leaf node in a cover tree. Denote by height(p) the maximum

number of edges between p and any of its descendants. We have that height(p) ≤ log2 ∆X .

3 Beygelzimer et al. (2006) observe that practical performance is improved on most datasets by redefining
covdist(p) = 1.3level(p). All of our experiments use this modified definition.
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Proof. We will show that the following chain of inequalities holds:

∆X =
diam(X)

codiam(X)

(1)

≥ diam(X)

covdist(p)/2height(p)−1

(2)

≥ diam(X)

diam(X)/2height(p)
= 2height(p). (4.30)

Solving for height(p) then gives the desired result. For inequality (1), consider a point q

that is exactly i edges away from p. By the covering invariant,

d(q,parent(q)) ≤ covdist(parent(q)) ≤ covdist(parent(parent(q)))/2 ≤ covdist(p)/2i−1.

(4.31)

In particular, if ` is a leaf node height(p) edges away from p, then codiam(X) ≤ d(p, `) ≤

2height(p)−1. For inequality (2), observe that there must exist a child q of p such d(p, q) ≥

covdist(p)/2. Otherwise, level(p) could be reduced by one, which would violate the leveling

invariant. Therefore, diam(X) ≥ d(p, q) ≥ covdist(p)/2.

Lemma 27. For every node p in a cover tree, we have that |children(p)| ≤ c2
doub.

Proof. To simplify notation, we let δ = covdist(p). The separating invariant ensures that

the children of p form a δ/2-packing of B(p, δ). So by the definition of Mδ/2 and Lemma

11, we have

|children(p)| ≤Mδ/2(B(p, δ)) ≤ Nδ/4(B(p, δ)). (4.32)

We now show that Nδ/4(B(p, δ)) ≤ cdoub. Let Y be a δ/2-covering of B(p, δ). For each

yi ∈ Y , let Yi be a minimum δ/4-covering ofB(yi, δ/2). The union of the Yis is a δ/4-covering

of B(p, δ). There are at most cdoub Yis, and each Yi contains at most cdoub elements. So

their union contains at most c2
doub elements.
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4.4.2 Approximate nearest neighbor query for a single point

We present two algorithms for answering (1+ε)-ann queries. The first is shown in Algorithm

9 as the findnn orig function. This algorithm was first presented by Beygelzimer et al.

(2006) in the original cover tree paper. Here, we provide an improved runtime analysis.

Whereas Beygelzimer et al. (2006) show that exact nearest neighbor queries can be found

in time O(c12
exp log n), we show that exact nearest neighbor queries can be found in time

O(c4
hole log n). Lemma 16 showed that chole ≤ cexp, so this is a major improvement. The

second algorithm is a novel modification to findnn orig that improves the runtime and is

described in the next subsection.

The findnn orig function finds a (1 + ε)-ann of a data point x in a set of cover

trees P . The function would typically be called with only a single tree in the input set P ;

but in subsequent recursive calls, P may contain many subtrees. On each call, findnn orig

iterates over Q (the children of nodes in P ), and constructs a set Qx ⊆ Q of subtrees that

will be recursively searched. We typically have that |Qx| << |Q|, so only a small portion of

the tree is searched. We now prove the algorithm’s correctness and runtime. The correctness

proof is essentially the same as that of Beygelzimer et al. (2006), but the runtime proof is

novel.

Theorem 28. findnn orig({p}, x, ε) returns a (1 + ε)-ann of x in data(p). In particular,

findnn orig({p}, x, 0) returns the exact nearest neighbor of x.

Proof. We show that every q̂ satisfying the if statement in line 3 is a (1 + ε)-ann. For the

first case where Q = {q̂}, we show that q̂ must be the true nearest neighbor. Let y∗ denote
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Algorithm 9 findnn orig(set of cover trees P , query point x, tolerance ε)

returns a (1 + ε)-ann of x in data(P )

1: let Q = {q : q ∈ children(p), p ∈ P}
2: let q̂ = arg minq∈Q d(q, x)
3: if Q = {q̂} or d(x, q̂) ≥ 2 · covdist(q̂)(1 + 1/ε) then
4: return q̂
5: else
6: let Qx = {q : q ∈ Q, d(x, q) ≤ d(x, q̂) + maxdist(q)}
7: return findnn orig(Qx, x, ε)
8: end if

the true nearest neighbor of x in data(p). Assume for induction that y∗ is in data(P ) and

hence in data(Q). Let q∗ denote the node in Q that contains y∗. Then we have that

d(x, q∗) ≤ d(x, y∗) + d(y∗, q∗) ≤ d(x, q̂) + maxdist(q∗). (4.33)

The set Qx is defined to be all elements of q satisfying (4.33). So q∗ is always included in

Qx, which becomes P in subsequent recursive calls.

Now consider the case where d(x, q̂) ≥ 2 · covdist(q̂)(1 + 1/ε). We have,

d(x, q̂) ≤ d(x, q∗) (4.34)

≤ d(x, y∗) + d(y∗, q∗) (4.35)

≤ d(x, y∗) + 2 · covdist(q∗) (4.36)

≤ d(x, y∗) +
d(x, q̂)

1 + 1/ε
(4.37)

= (1 + ε)d(x, y∗) (4.38)

Line (4.35) is the triangle inequality, line (4.36) uses the maximum distance between any
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node and a descendent, line (4.37) uses the condition in the if statement, and line (4.38)

follows from algebraic manipulations.

Theorem 29. For any ε ≥ 0, findnn orig({p}, x, ε) finds a (1+ε)-ann in time O(c4
hole log ∆).

In particular, findnn orig finds exact nearest neighbors in this time.

Proof. The total runtime is bounded by the product of the number of recursive calls and

the time spent in each call. The number of recursions is bounded by the height of the tree

because findnn orig descends one level of the tree with each recursion. This height is

bounded by O(log ∆) in Lemma 26. The cost of each call is O(|Q|), since we perform one

distance computation for each node in Q. The size of Q is the size of P times the number

of children per node. The maximum number of children per node is O(c2
doub) = O(c2

hole) by

Lemma 27. The size of P is the same as the size of Qx in the previous recursion. So we

have that the overall runtime is O(|Qx|c2
doub log ∆), and all that remains is to bound |Qx|.

Let γ = d(x, q̂) and δ = covdist(q̂). By definition of Qx on line 6, all q ∈ Qx satisfy

d(x, q) ≤ d(x, q̂) + maxdist(q) ≤ γ + 2δ. (4.39)

So Qx is a subset of A(x, γ, 2δ), and by the global separating invariant Qx is a δ-packing of

this annulus. By Lemma 11,

|Qx| ≤MδA(x, γ, 2δ) ≤ Nδ/2A(x, γ, 2δ) ≤ c2
hole. (4.40)

The overall runtime is then bounded by O(c4
hole log ∆).
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Algorithm 10 findnn(set of cover trees P , query point x, tolerance ε)

returns a (1 + ε)-ann of x in data(P ) faster than findnn orig

1: let Q = {q : q ∈ children(p), p ∈ P}
2: let q̂ = arg minq∈Q d(q, x)
3: if Q = {q̂} or d(x, q̂) ≥ 2 · covdist(q̂)(1 + 1/ε) then
4: return q̂
5: else
6: let Qx = {q : q ∈ Q, d(x, q) ≤ d(x, q̂) /(1 + ε) + maxdist(q)} ∪{q̂}
7: return findnn(Qx, x, ε)
8: end if

4.4.3 Improved approximate nearest neighbor query for a single point

Algorithm 10 presents the findnn function, which is a novel improvement to the findnn orig

algorithm. The changes are minor and highlighted in yellow. Recall that the set Qx con-

tains all the points that will be descended on each recursive call. The improved function

findnn uses a smaller set Qx, reducing the total runtime of the algorithm. Proving the

correctness of findnn requires an entirely different strategy.

Theorem 30. findnn({p}, x, ε) returns an (1 + ε)-ann of x in p.

Proof. Let y∗ denote the true nearest neighbor of x in data(p). We will show that on each

recursion, either y∗ ∈ Qx or q̂ is an (1 + ε)-ann. Since the algorithm only terminates when

Qx is empty, the returned q̂ must be an (1 + ε)-ann.

In the first recursive call where y∗ 6∈ data(Qx), we must have that y∗ ∈ data(Q).

Let q∗ be the node in Q such that y∗ ∈ data(q∗). Then by the definition of Qx, we have

that

d(x, q∗) > d(x, q̂)/ε+ maxdist(q∗). (4.41)
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Using the triangle inequality on the left and the definition of maxdist on the right gives

d(x, y∗) + d(y∗, q∗) ≥ (4.41)... ≥ d(x, q̂)/ε+ d(y∗, q∗). (4.42)

Subtracting d(y∗, q∗) from each side gives

d(x, y∗) ≥ d(x, q̂)/ε, (4.43)

and so q̂ is an (1 + ε)-ann. In the recursive call on line 7, we call findnn with P = Qx∪{q̂}

to ensure that on all future iterations, the distance between q̂ and x is non-increasing.

4.4.4 Inserting a single point

Our insertion algorithm is essentially the same as that of Beygelzimer et al. (2006), but

we improve the runtime bounds. Whereas they show runtime bounds of O(c6
exp log n), we

show a bound of O(c3
doub log n). Notice that our bound for insertion is in terms of the

doubling dimension, which is the strongest notion of intrinsic dimensionality available for

metric spaces. In particular, Lemma 16 shows that cdoub ≤ cexp, and Example 21 shows

that cdoub can be arbitrarily smaller than cexp.

The algorithm for inserting points is split into two functions. The most important

is insert loop (Algorithm 12). Like findnn, insert loop recursively traverses a set of

input trees to find a suitable location for insertion. On each iteration, a setQx is created that

contains all the subtrees that will be descended. The global separating invariant requires

that we traverse several subtrees simultaneously to ensure that the distance between x is
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Algorithm 11 insert(cover tree p, data point x)

1: q̂ = arg minq∈Q d(q, x)
2: if d(p, x) > covdist(p) then
3: create a cover tree rooted at x with level = dlog2 d(p, x)e and children = {p}
4: else if d(q̂, x) ≥ covdist(p)/2 then
5: insert x as a child into p
6: else
7: insert loop(children(p), x)
8: end if

Algorithm 12 insert loop(set of cover trees P , data point x)

Precondition 1: d(x, p̂) ≤ covdist(p̂)
Precondition 2: P contains all nodes at level i with distance to x less than 2i

1: let Q = {q : q ∈ children(p), p ∈ P}
2: let q̂ = arg minq∈Q d(q, x)
3: if d(q̂, x) ≥ covdist(q̂) then
4: let p̂ = arg minp∈P d(p, x)
5: insert x as a child into p̂
6: else
7: let Qx = {q : q ∈ Q, d(q, x) ≤ covdist(q)}
8: insert loop(Qx, x)
9: end if

not too close to other nodes on the same level in a different subtree. (A simple depth first

search as done in Algorithm 13 for the simplified cover tree would not ensure this property.)

insert loop requires that the inserted data point be “close enough” to one of the sub trees

to be inserted as a child. This prerequisite will not be satisfied by all data, so insert

(Algorithm 11) is the main interface for insertion. It handles the case when the inserted

data point is relatively far away, then calls insert loop if the data point is close and a

recursive descent is required. We now prove the correctness and runtime of insertion.

Theorem 31. If p is a valid cover tree, then insert(p, x) inserts x into p.

Proof. If x is too far from p to be a child, then line 3 creates a new node at x with p as its
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only child. The level of this new node is calculated to exactly satisfy the covering invariant.

If x can be inserted as a child of p without breaking the separating invariant, line 5 does

so. Otherwise, x must be inserted as a descendent of some p ∈ P . The fact that x did not

satisfy the condition on line 4 means that children(p) and x must satisfy the preconditions

of insert loop. So insert calls this helper function.

insert loop takes as input a set of cover trees P and inserts a data point x into one

of them. Let i+ 1 be the level of the nodes in Q. The if statement on line 3 checks whether

adding x to level i+ 1 would violate the global separating invariant. Precondition 2 ensures

that all such nodes in level i+ 1 are children of some node in p. If the separating invariant

cannot be satisfied, then x must be inserted at a lower level. In the else clause on line 6,

we form a set Qx of nodes that x may be inserted under, and recursively call insert loop.

The definition of Qx ensures that insert loop’s preconditions will be met.

Theorem 32. The runtime of insert(p, x) is O(c3
doub log ∆).

Proof. The runtime of insert excluding the call to insert loop takes only constant time.

So the overall runtime is the runtime of insert loop. The bound on the runtime of

insert loop follows the same pattern as the bound on findnn.

The total runtime of insert loop is bounded by the product of the number of

recursive calls and the time spent in each call. The number of recursions is bounded by the

height of the tree because insert loop descends one level of the tree with each recursive

call. This height is bounded by O(log ∆) in Lemma 26.

The cost of each recursive call isO(|Q|), since we perform one distance computation

for each node in Q. The size of Q is the size of P times the of children per node. To bound
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the size of P , we will bound the size of Qx (since P is always Qx of the previous iteration).

Let δ = 2i−1. Then Qx is a δ-packing of B(x, δ) by construction. So,

|Qx| ≤Mδ(B(x, δ)) ≤ Nδ/2(B(x, δ)) ≤ cdoub. (4.44)

Each node in P has at most c2
doub children by Lemma 27, so |Q| ≤ c3

doub.

4.5 The simplified cover tree

The simplified cover tree was introduced by Izbicki and Shelton (2015). It maintains

three invariants that are simpler than the invariants of the original cover tree.

1. Leveling invariant. Every node p has an associated integer level(p). For all nodes

q ∈ children(p), level(q) = level(p)− 1.

2. Covering invariant. Every node p has an associated real number covdist(p) =

2level(p). For all nodes q ∈ children(p), d(p, q) ≤ covdist(p).

3. Local separating invariant. For all nodes q1, q2 ∈ children(p), d(q1, q2) ≥ covdist(p)/2.

The covering invariant is the same as in the original cover tree, but the leveling and local

separating invariants are modified.

The leveling invariant does not require that data points exist at multiple levels

of the tree. This is in contrast to the nesting invariant that requires all non-leaf nodes

to have a child containing the same data point. Therefore, the simplified cover tree has

fewer nodes, which reduces both the overhead from traversing the data structure and the

number of required distance comparisons. Figure 4.1 shows the reduction in nodes by using
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the simplified cover tree on benchmark datasets taken from the MLPack test suite (Curtin

et al., 2013a). Section 4.6 contains more details on these datasets, and Figure 4.3 in the same

section shows how this reduced node count translates into improved query performance.

The local separating invariant only requires that children of the same node be

separated from each other. This is in contrast to the separating invariant of the original

cover tree that requires all nodes at a particular level to be separated even if they do not

share a parent. As the following subsections show, the local separating invariant decreases

the complexity of cover tree construction, but increases the complexity of nearest neighbor

queries. Our experiments in Section 4.6 demonstrate that this is a useful tradeoff.

4.5.1 Properties of the simplified cover tree

The simplified cover tree obeys the following two structural lemmas with the same proofs

as the original cover tree.

Lemma 33. Let p be any non-leaf node in a simplified cover tree. Denote by height(p) the

number of edges between p and its most distant leaf. We have that height(p) ≤ log2 ∆X .

Lemma 34. For every node p in a simplified cover tree, we have that |children(p)| ≤ c2
doub.

4.5.2 Approximate nearest neighbor queries

Algorithms 9 and 10 from Section 4.4 correctly answer (1 + ε)-ann queries in both the

simplified and original cover trees. Unfortunately, Izbicki and Shelton (2015) incorrectly

stated that the simplified cover tree obeys the same runtime bounds as the original cover

tree for nearest neighbor queries. This is not true in the worst case. The proofs of Theorems
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Figure 4.1: Fraction of nodes required for the simplified cover tree. Fewer nodes means
less overhead from traversing the tree and fewer distance comparisons. See Table 4.1 for
information on the datasets.

29 critically depend on the global nature of the separating invariant to bound the size of

Qx in each recursive call of findnn orig and findnn. It is possible that an amortized

or average case analysis could achieve similar runtimes, however the difficulty of such an

analysis does not seem worth the effort. The experiments in Section 4.6 demonstrate that

this theoretical difficulty is not an issue in practice as the simplified cover tree performs

nearest neighbor queries faster than the original on real world problems.

4.5.3 Inserting a single point

Insertion into a simplified cover tree is faster and simpler than the original cover tree.

Algorithms 13 and 14 show the procedure. It is divided into two cases. In the first case, we

cannot insert our data point x into the tree without violating the covering invariant. So we

raise the level of the tree p by taking any leaf node and using that as the new root. Because
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Algorithm 13 insert(cover tree p, data point x)

1: if d(p, x) > covdist(p) then
2: while d(p, x) > 2covdist(p) do
3: Remove any leaf q from p
4: p′ ← tree with root q and p as only child
5: p← p′

6: end while
7: return tree with x as root and p as only child
8: end if
9: return insert loop(p,x)

Algorithm 14 insert loop(cover tree p, data point x)

prerequisite: d(p, x) ≤ covdist(p)

1: for q ∈ children(p) do
2: if d(q, x) ≤ covdist(q) then
3: q′ ← insert loop(q, x)
4: p′ ← p with child q replaced with q′

5: return p′

6: end if
7: end for
8: return p with x added as a child

maxdist(p) ≤ 2covdist(p), we are guaranteed that d(p, x) ≤ covdist(x), and so we do not

violate the covering constraint. In the second case, the insert loop function recursively

descends the tree. On each function call, we search through children(p) to find a node we

can insert into without violating the covering invariant. If we find such a node, we recurse;

otherwise, we know we can add x to children(p) without violating the separating invariant.

In all cases, exactly one node is added per data point, so the resulting tree will have exactly

n nodes. The following theorem shows that inserting into a simplified cover tree has a better

dependence on cdoub than inserting into the original cover tree (c2
doub vs c3

doub).

Theorem 35. The runtime of insert loop(p, x) is O(c2
doub log ∆). For i.i.d. data satisfy-

ing the regularity conditions of Lemma 25, the expected runtime is O(c2
doub log n).
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Proof. On each recursive call, the algorithm visits each child node at most once, then either

descends a level or terminates. The number of children is bounded by O(c2
doub) by Lemma

27, and the height of the tree is bounded by O(log ∆) by Lemma 26. In the i.i.d. case,

Lemma 25 states that ∆ = O(n3).

4.5.4 The nearest ancestor invariant

A further advantage of the simplified cover tree is that it is easier to add new invariants

that improve performance. In this section, we exploit a similarity between simplified cover

trees and binary search trees (BSTs). Insertion into both trees follows the same procedure:

Perform a depth first search to find the right location to insert the point. In particular,

there is no rebalancing after the insertion. Many alternatives to plain BSTs produce better

query times by introducing new invariants. These invariants force the insertion algorithm

to rebalance the tree during the insertion step. Our definition of the simplified cover tree

makes adding similar invariants easy. We now introduce one possible invariant.

A nearest ancestor cover tree is a simplified cover tree where every point p has the

nearest ancestor invariant: If q1 is an ancestor of p and q2 is a sibling of q1, then

d(p, q1) ≤ d(p, q2)

In other words, the nearest ancestor cover tree ensures that for every data point, each of its

ancestors is the “best possible” ancestor for it at that level.4 Figure 4.2 shows a motivating

one dimensional example.

4 The nearest ancestor invariant is incompatible with the global separating invariant of the original cover
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Figure 4.2: Example of a simplified cover tree. Using the metric d(a, b) = |a−b|, both trees
are valid simplified cover trees; but only the right tree is a valid nearest ancestor cover tree.
Moving the 9 and 11 nodes reduces the value of maxdist for their ancestor nodes. This
causes pruning to happen more often during nearest neighbor queries, resulting in fewer
distance comparisons.

Algorithm 15 shows how to insert a point into a nearest ancestor cover tree. It uses

the same insert function as 13, but the helper function insert loop is slightly modified in

two ways (shown with an underline). First, we sort children(p) according to their distance

from the data point x. This sorting ensures that our newly inserted point will satisfy the

nearest ancestor invariant. But this new point x may cause other points to violate the

nearest ancestor invariant. In particular, if x has a sibling q; q has a descendent r; and

d(r, x) < d(r, q); then r now violates the nearest ancestor invariant. Our second step is to

call rebalance, which finds all these violating data points and moves them underneath x.

Most of the work of the rebalance function happens in the helper rebalance loop.

rebalance loop returns a valid nearest ancestor cover tree and a set of points that still

need to be inserted; rebalance just inserts those extra points. rebalance loop takes two

tree. There are data sets that cannot simultaneously satisfy both.
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nearest ancestor cover trees p and q (where p is an ancestor of q) and a point x. Its goal

is to “extract” all points from q that would violate the nearest ancestor invariant if x be-

came a sibling of p. It returns three values: a modified version of q, a set of points that

cannot remain in any point along the path from p to q called the moveset , and a set of

points that need to be reinserted somewhere along the path from p to q called the stayset .

There are two cases. In the first case, the data point at node q must move. We then filter

the descendants of q into the moveset or stayset as appropriate and return null for our

modified q. In the second case, the data point at node q must stay. We recursively ap-

ply rebalance loop to each of q’s children; we use the results to update the corresponding

child, the moveset and the stayset variables. Finally, we try to reinsert any nodes in stayset .

If rebalance loop was called with q a child of p, then the return value of stayset will be

empty; any children that could not be directly reinserted must be in the moveset .

The rebalance loop function loops over all O(c2
doub) children of a node, and the

maximum depth of the recursion isO(log ∆). Therefore the overall runtime isO(c2
doub log ∆).

It may be called up to O(c2
doub) times within rebalance, so the body of the for loop on

line 14 executes O(c4
doub log ∆) times. Unfortunately, we have no bound on the size of

moveset, except to note that it is usually small in practice. On the datasets in our experi-

ments (see Table 4.1), the value is usually zero or at worst in the single digits. Figure 4.3(a)

shows that nearest ancestor cover tree construction is not that much slower in practice, and

Figure 4.3(b) shows that this slowdown is overshadowed by the resulting speedup in nearest

neighbor queries.
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Algorithm 15 insert loop(cover tree p, data point x)

1: for q ∈ children(p) sorted by distance to x do
2: if d(q, x) ≤ covdist(q) then
3: q′ ← insert loop(q, x)
4: p′ ← p with child q replaced with q′

5: return p′

6: end if
7: end for
8: return rebalance(p, x)

function rebalance(cover trees p, data point x)
prerequisites: x can be added as a child of p without violating the covering or separating
invariants

1: create tree x′ with root node x at level level(p)− 1 x′ contains no other points
2: p′ ← p
3: for q ∈ children(p) do
4: (q′,moveset, stayset)← rebalance loop(p, q, x)
5: p′ ← p′ with child q replaced with q′

6: for r ∈ moveset do
7: x′ ← insert(x′, r)
8: end for
9: end for

10: return p′ with x′ added as a child
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Algorithm 16 rebalance loop(cover trees p and q, point x)

prerequisites: p is an ancestor of q

1: if d(p, q) > d(q, x) then
2: moveset, stayset← ∅
3: for r ∈ descendants(q) do
4: if d(r, p) > d(r, x) then
5: moveset← moveset ∪ {r}
6: else
7: stayset← stayset ∪ {r}
8: end if
9: end for

10: return (null,moveset, stayset)
11: else
12: moveset ′, stayset ′ ← ∅
13: q′ ← q
14: for r ∈ children(q) do
15: (r′,moveset, stayset)←rebalance loop(p, r, x)
16: moveset ′ ← moveset ∪moveset ′

17: stayset ′ ← stayset ∪ stayset ′

18: if r′ = null then
19: q′ ← q with the subtree r removed
20: else
21: q′ ← q with the subtree r replaced by r′

22: end if
23: end for
24: for r ∈ stayset′ do
25: if d(r, q)′ ≤ covdist(q)′ then
26: q′ ← insert(q′, r)
27: stayset ′ ← stayset ′ − {r}
28: end if
29: end for
30: return (q′,moveset′, stayset′)
31: end if
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4.5.5 Merging simplified cover trees

In this section we discuss parallelism on shared-memory, multiprocessor machines. Previous

chapters discussed parallelism in the more restrictive model of distributed architectures. In

distributed architectures, communication between processors is expensive and so must be

minimized. In the shared memory model, communication is cheap and so we make no effort

to minimize it.

Querying in parallel is easy. Since the results of neighbor queries for a data point

do not depend on other data points, we can divide the points among the processors and

have each processor traverse the tree independently. More difficult is constructing the tree

in parallel. Our strategy is to split the data, create one cover tree on each processor, then

merge these trees together. Previous work on parallelizing cover trees applied only to the

GPU (Kumar and Ramareddy, 2010). Our approach is suitable for any shared-memory

multiprocessor machine. We give a detailed description for merging simplified cover trees

and discuss at a high level how to extend this procedure to nearest ancestor cover trees.

Algorithm 17 shows the merging procedure. The merge function’s main purpose

is to satisfy the prerequisites for mergeHelper, which has two phases. First, we find all

the subtrees of q that can be inserted directly into p without violating any invariants, and

we insert them. Second, we insert the remaining nodes from q into p directly via the

insert function.

The mergeHelper function returns a partially merged tree and a set of nodes called

the leftovers that still need to be inserted into the tree. The first phase uses the for loop
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Algorithm 17 merge(cover tree p, cover tree q)

1: if level(q) > level(p) then
2: swap p and q
3: end if
4: while level(q) < level(p) do
5: move a node from the leaf of q to the root;
6: this raises the level of q by 1
7: end while
8: (p, leftovers)← mergeHelper(p, q)
9: for r ∈ leftovers do

10: p← insert(p, r)
11: end for
12: return p

starting on line 3 to categorize the children of q into three disjoint sets. The uncovered set

contains all of q’s children that would violate the covering invariant if inserted into p. The

sepcov set contains all of q’s children that would not violate the separating or covering invari-

ants when inserted into p. Both of these sets are unused in the second phase of mergeHelper.

Every child of q that is not inserted into the uncovered or sepcov sets gets merged with a

suitable node in children(p). This is done by recursively calling the mergeHelper function.

Any points that could not be inserted into the results of mergeHelper get added to the

leftovers set.

In the second phase of mergeHelper, we insert as many nodes as possible into our

merged tree p′. First update the children with the subtrees in sepcov . Then insert the root

of q. We know that d(p, q) ≤ covdist(p), so this insertion is guaranteed not to change the

level of p′. Finally, we loop over the elements in leftovers and insert them into p′ only if it

would not change the level of p′. Any elements of leftovers that cannot be inserted into p′

get inserted into leftovers ′ and returned. It is important to do this insertion of leftovers at

the lowest level possible (rather than wait until the recursion ends and have the insertion
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Algorithm 18 mergeHelper(cover tree p, cover tree q)

prerequisite: level(p) = level(q), d(p, q) ≤ covdist(p)

1: children ′ ← children(p) . Phase 1
2: uncovered , sepcov , leftovers ← ∅
3: for r ∈ children(q) do
4: if d(p, r) < covdist(p) then
5: foundmatch ←false
6: for s ∈ children ′ do
7: if d(s, r) ≤ sepdist(p) then
8: (s′, leftoverss)← mergeHelper(s, r)
9: children ′ ← children ′ ∪ {s′} − {s}

10: leftovers ← leftovers ∪ leftoverss
11: foundmatch ← true
12: break from inner loop
13: end if
14: end for
15: if not foundmatch then
16: sepcov ← sepcov ∪ {r}
17: end if
18: else
19: uncovered ← uncovered ∪ {r}
20: end if
21: end for
22: children ′ ← children ′ ∪ sepcov . Phase 2
23: p′ ← tree rooted at p with children(p′) = children ′

24: p′ ← insert(p′, q)
25: leftovers ′ ← ∅
26: for r ∈ leftovers do
27: if d(r, p)′ ≤ covdist(p)′ then
28: p′ ← insert(p′, r)
29: else
30: leftovers ′ ← leftovers ′ ∪ {r}
31: end if
32: end for
33: return (p′, leftovers ′ ∪ uncovered)
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performed in merge) to avoid unnecessary distance computations.

The merge function does not maintain the nearest ancestor invariant. A modified

version of merge that calls the rebalance function appropriately could, however this would

significantly complicate the procedure. Experimental evidence shows that this complication

is not necessary. In our experiments below, we use the provided merge function in Algorithm

17 to parallelize both simplified and nearest ancestor tree construction. In practice, this

retains the benefits of the nearest ancestor cover tree because the nearest ancestor invariant

is violated in only a few places.

Providing explicit bounds on the runtime of merge is difficult. But in practice it

is fast. When parallelizing on two processors, approximately 1% of the distance calcula-

tions occur within merge. So this is not our bottleneck. Instead, the main bottleneck of

parallelism is cache performance. On modern desktop computers, last level cache is shared

between all cores on a CPU. Cover tree construction results in many cache misses, and this

effect is exaggerated when the tree is constructed in parallel.

4.5.6 Cache efficiency

One of the biggest sources of overhead in modern data structures is cache misses. Our last

improvement is to make cover trees more cache efficient for queries. A simple way to reduce

cache misses for tree data structures is to use the van Emde Boas tree layout (Frigo et al.,

1999). This layout arranges nodes in memory according to a depth first traversal of the tree.

This arrangement creates a cache oblivious data structure. That is, the programmer does

not need any special knowledge about the cache sizes to obtain optimal speedup—the van

Embde Boas tree layout works efficiently on any cache architecture. This layout has been
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known for a long time in the data structures community, but it seems unused in machine

learning libraries. Frigo et al. (1999) provides a detailed tutorial.

Our implementation of the cache oblivious cover tree is static. That is, we first

construct the cover tree, then we call a function pack that rearranges the tree in memory.

This means we do not get the reduced cache misses while constructing the tree, but only

while querying the tree. The pack function is essentially free to run because it requires only

a single traversal through the dataset and no distance computations. Figure 4.4 shows that

the van Emde Boas tree layout reduces cache misses by 5 to 20 percent. This results in a

reduction of stalled CPU cycles by 2 to 15 percent.

4.6 Experiments

We now validate our improvements to the cover tree empirically. Our first experiments use

the Euclidean distance on a standard benchmark suite (described in Table 4.1). Our last

experiments use non-Euclidean metrics on data from bioinformatics and computer vision.

In each experiment, we use the all nearest neighbors experimental setup. That is, we

first construct the cover trees on the dataset. Then, for each point in the dataset, we find

its nearest neighbor. This is a standard technique for measuring the efficiency of nearest

neighbor algorithms.

4.6.1 Cover tree type comparison

Our first experiment compares the performance of the three types of cover trees: original,

simplified, and nearest ancestor. We measure the number of distance comparisons required
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dataset num data points num dimensions

yearpredict 515345 90
twitter 583250 78
tinyImages 100000 384
mnist 70000 784
corel 68040 32
covtype 581012 55
artificial40 10000 40
faces 10304 20

Table 4.1: All MLPack benchmark datasets with at least 20 dimensions and 10000 points,
arranged in descending order by runtime of all nearest neighbor search.

to build the tree on a dataset in Figure 4.3(a) and the number of distance comparisons

required to find each data point’s nearest neighbor in Figure 4.3(b). Distance comparisons

are a good proxy measure of runtime performance because the majority of the algorithm’s

runtime is spent computing distances, and it ignores the possible unwanted confounding

variable of varying optimization efforts. As expected, the simplified tree typically outper-

forms the original tree, and the nearest ancestor tree typically outperforms the simplified

tree. We reiterate that this reduced need for distance comparisons translates over to all

other queries provided by the space tree framework Curtin et al. (2013b).

4.6.2 Cover tree implementation comparison

We next compare our implementation against two good cover tree implementations currently

in widespread use: the reference implementation used in the original paper Beygelzimer et al.

(2006) and MLPack’s implementation Curtin et al. (2013a). Both of these programs were

written in C++ and compiled using g++ 4.4.7 with full optimizations. Our implementation

was written in Haskell and compiled with ghc 7.8.4 also with full optimizations.5 All tests

5Our code can be downloaded at http://github.com/mikeizbicki/hlearn#covertree.
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Figure 4.3: ]
(a) Constructing a nearest ancestor query tree usually takes longer than the original cover
tree and the simplified cover tree. (b) Construction plus querying is faster in the nearest

ancestor cover tree. On most datasets, this faster query time more than offsets the
increased construction cost, giving an overall speedup.

were run on an Amazon Web Services c3.8x-large instance with 60 GB of RAM and 32

Intel Xeon E5-2680 CPU cores clocked at 2.80GHz. Half of those cores are hyperthreads,

so for simplicity we only parallelize out to 16 cores.

Since the reference implementation and MLPack only come with the Euclidean

distance built-in, we only use that metric when comparing the three implementations. Fig-

ure 4.4 shows the cache performance of all three libraries. Figure 4.5 shows the runtime of

all three libraries. Our implementation’s cache performance and parallelization speedup is

shown on the nearest ancestor cover tree. Neither the original implementation nor MLPack

support parallelization.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Comparison of our packed nearest ancestor cover tree to our unpacked tree
and other implementations, demonstrating better cache performance. (b) A stalled CPU
cycle is when the CPU does no work because it must wait for a memory access. Reducing
the number of cache misses results in fewer stalled cycles, and so faster runtimes. We used
the Linux perf stat utility to measure the cache-references, cache-misses, cycles,
and stalled-cycles-frontend hardware counters. perf stat uses a sampling strategy
with negligible affect on program performance.
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Figure 4.5: Run times on the “all nearest neighbor” procedure for only those datasets
that take more than 5 minutes. (a) Tree construction. A single cover tree merge takes
about 1% of the computation time; the main reason for the lack of perfect parallel speedup
is the increased number of cache misses caused by inserting into multiple trees simultane-
ously. (b) Comparison on total performance to reference and MLPack implementations.
Runtimes in both figures are divided by that of our single processor implementation (shown
in parenthesis).
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4.6.3 Alternative methods for Euclidean nearest neighbors

Next we compare our cover tree implementation to non-cover tree based nearest neighbor

libraries. Specifically, we compare to a kd-tree implemented in the Fast Library for Ap-

proximate Nearest Neighbor (FLANN; Muja and Lowe, 2014), a kd-tree implemented in

Julia (Bezanson et al., 2017), the original cover tree implementation (Beygelzimer et al.,

2006), a kd-tree and cover tree implemented in MLPack (Curtin et al., 2013a), a kd-tree

and ball tree implemented in Python’s scikit learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), and a kd-tree

implemented in R (R Development Core Team, 2008). The results are shown in Figures 4.6

and 4.7. Without parallelization, our implementation is faster than most of the alternatives

on most of the datasets. With parallelization it is faster than all of the alternatives on all

of the datasets.

4.6.4 Graph kernels and protein function

An important problem in bioinformatics is to predict the function of a protein based on

its 3d structure. State of the art solutions model the protein’s 3d structure as a graph

and use support vector machines (with a graph kernel) for prediction. Computing graph

kernels is relatively expensive, however, so research has focused on making the graph kernel

computation faster (Vishwanathan et al., 2010; Shervashidze et al., 2011). Such research

makes graph kernels scale to larger graphs, but does not help in the case where there are

more graphs. Our contribution is to use cover trees to reduce the number of required kernel

computations, letting us scale to more graphs. The largest dataset in previous research

contained about 1200 proteins. With our cover tree, we perform nearest neighbor queries
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Figure 4.6: Using only a single processor, our nearest ancestor cover tree performs the
fastest on each dataset except for YearPredict.
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parallelism, but in my tests with this dataset parallelism actually slowed it down for some
reason.)
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on all 100,000 proteins currently registered in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000).

We use the random walk graph kernel in our experiment. It performs well on

protein classification and is conceptually simple. See Vishwanathan et al. (2010) for more

details. A naive computation of this kernel takes time O(v6), where v is the number of

vertices in the graph. Vishwanathan et al. (2010) present faster methods that take time

only O(v3). While considerably faster, it is still a relatively expensive distance computation.

The Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000) contains information on the 3d

primary structure of approximately one hundred thousand proteins. To perform our exper-

iment, we follow a procedure similar to that used by the PROTEIN dataset used in the

experiments in Vishwanathan et al. (2010). This procedure constructs secondary structure

graphs from the primary structures in the Protein Data Bank using the tool VLPG (Schäfer

et al., 2012). The Protein Data Bank stores the 3d structure of the atoms in the protein in a

PDB file. From this PDB file, we calculate the protein’s secondary structure using the DSSP

tool (Joosten et al., 2011). Then, the tool VLPG (Schäfer et al., 2012) generates graphs

from the resulting secondary structure. Some PDB files contain information for multiple

graphs, and some do not contain enough information to construct a graph. In total, VLPG

generates 250,000 graphs, and a typical graph has between 5-120 nodes and 0.1-3 edges per

node. Figure 4.8 shows the scaling behavior of all three cover trees on this dataset. On all

of the data, the total construction and query cost are 29% that of the original cover tree.
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Figure 4.8: The effect on runtime as we increase the number of data points on the bionfor-
matics data. The relationship is roughly linear, indicating protein graphs have a relatively
low intrinsic dimensionality. As expected, the nearest ancestor cover tree performs the best.

4.6.5 Earth mover’s distance

The Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) is a distance metric between histograms designed for

image classification (Rubner et al., 1998). In our tests, we convert images into 3d histograms

of the pixel values in LabCIE color space. LabCIE is a color space that represents colors

in three dimensions. It is similar to the more familiar RGB and CMYK color spaces, but

the distances between colors more accurately match human perception. We construct the

histogram such that each dimension has 8 equally spaced intervals, for a total of 512 bins.

We then create a “signature” of the histogram by recording only the 20 largest of the 512

bins.

Previous research on speeding up EMD focused on computing EMD distances
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number
of

cores

simplified tree nearest ancestor tree
construction construction

time speedup time speedup

1 70.7 min 1.0 210.9 min 1.0
2 36.6 min 1.9 94.2 min 2.2
4 18.5 min 3.8 48.5 min 4.3
8 10.2 min 6.9 25.3 min 8.3
16 6.7 min 10.5 12.0 min 17.6

Table 4.2: Parallel cover tree construction using the earth movers distance. On this large
dataset with an expensive metric, we see better parallel speedup than on the datasets with
the cheaper L2 metric. The nearest ancestor cover tree gets super-linear parallel speedup
because we are merging with Algorithm 17, which does not attempt to rebalance.

faster. The EMD takes a base distance as a parameter. For an arbitrary base distance, EMD

requires O(b3 log b) time where b is the size of the histogram signature. Faster algorithms

exist for specific base metrics. For example, with an L1 base metric the EMD can be

computed in time O(b2) (Ling and Okada, 2007); and if the base metric is a so-called

“thresholded metric,” we can get an order of magnitude constant factor speed up (Pele and

Werman, 2009). We specifically chose the LabCIE color space because there is no known

faster EMD algorithm, so it stress-tests our cover tree implementation.

In this experiment, we use the Yahoo! Flickr Creative Commons dataset. The

dataset contains 1.5 million images in its training set, and we construct simplified and

nearest ancestor cover trees in parallel on this data. Construction times are shown in Table

4.2. Using the cheap L2 distance with smaller datasets, tree construction happens quickly

and so parallelization is less important. But with an expensive distance on this larger

dataset, parallel construction makes a big difference.
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4.7 Conclusion

This chapter presented a number of improvements to the cover tree data structure. We

tightened the runtime bounds for the cover tree and introduced the simplified cover tree

with improved practical performance. In particular, we introduced a merge procedure, so

the simplified cover tree fits into the mergeable learning algorithm framework of Chapter

2. This merge procedure provides the first parallel construction algorithm and fast cross

validation algorithms for the cover tree.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This thesis has argued that mergeable learning algorithms are an important tool in design-

ing large scale learning systems. Chapter 2 reviewed 32 published examples of mergeable

algorithms and derived a novel fast cross validation procedure suitable for each of these

algorithms. Then Chapters 3 and 4 introduced new mergeable algorithms that have better

statistical guarantees than previously existing algorithms.

An important open question remains: What is the best possible merge procedure

for models? Liu and Ihler (2014) provide a partial answer. As discussed in Section 2.4.2.2,

they present a theorem showing that in the important special case of regularized loss min-

imization (RLM), merge procedures that do not depend on the data must incur a loss

proportional to the statistical curvature of a problem. This is only a partial answer for two

reasons. First, many learning problems do not fit the RLM framework. For example, there

are no known bounds on the performance of merging MCMC estimators. Second, the OWA

algorithm of Chapter 3 shows that good merge algorithms can be developed that depend on
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the data. OWA’s theoretical guarantees only apply in the linear RLM case. It is possible

that similar data dependent merge procedures could work well in more general settings. We

believe that the next few years is likely to see the development of new and better mergeable

algorithms.
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